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MM. A. MILNE ED\yArvDS and E. L. BOUVIER coneludo the Introduction to 
their Keport on the Deomiacea and Oxystomata dredged b}̂  the U.S. Coast 
Survey Steamer 'B lake ' with the following sentence:—'* Nous avons 
distrait du groupo des Oxystomes la famille des Kaninides qui nous parait 
aberrante a plus d'un titre. Ces Oxystomes anormaux sont representes par 
de curieuses formes nouvelles dans les materiaux recueiliis par le Blake ; 
nous les etudions avec la plus grand detail, et ils font prochainement I'objet 
d'une etude tres complete." So far as I have been able to ascertain by 
search in the records of zoological literature, somewhat incomplete as they 
are through disturbances arising out of the late \Yar, this promised memoir 
on the Raninidse has not yet been published, and the following pages give 
an account of my ov/n studies on this aberrant and, as I shall strive to show, 
primitive family of crabs. My attention wiis directed to them some eight 
years ago, and I spent some time in the attempt to procure a well-preserved 
specimen of i?an/;>«, of which I had several ill-preserved examples collected 
by Messrs. C. k E. Hose in Celebes. Eventually, after much fruitless corre
spondence with other naturalists, I obtained a fine specimen of Ranina 
dentata from Professor [visliinoye, of Tokio. It was admirably preserved in 
spirit, and I have to express my best thanks to him for his trouble in pro
curing me so excellent an example for study and dissection. 

In addition to Raihiiui, I had examples of the following members of the 
family in the collections of the Oxford University Museum :— 

Notopus darsipes, Fabr. ; two examples collected by 11.M.S. 'Nassau ' in 
the Sulu Sea, 1871-72. 

Raninoides persomdtiSj White MS., Henderson : one example from the 
Bay of Bengal, presented to the University by the Calcutta Museum. 

Lyreidas tridcntatas^ de Haan ; two examples from Port Jackson, presented 
to the University by the Tru.^tees of the British Museum of Natural 
History. 

Two examples of a species labelled ' 'Notopus," collected in the Sulu Sea 
by H.M.S. 'Nassau.' These I am describiiig as a new genus and 
species under the name of ^''otosceles chimmonis. 
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I have also been able to examine the following species in the British j 
Museum of Natural History, and take this opportunity of thanking Dr. W.T . | 
Calmnn for his courtesy and assistance in bringing the material together for | 
examination :— I 

I 
JS^otopohles latuSy Henderson. I 
^\)toj)i(i; ovalis, Henderson. > 
LiP'cidus ChaiDU'vl, AVood-Mason. { 
Zandifer cariheusis, de Freminville. { 
Co.snioiwtus (irayi, Adams ife White. ! 

. . . I 
The above are [ireserved in S{)irit. I also had the op[)ortunity of examining" j 

a dried s[)ecimen labelleil 7v(nu7/(i mur'wata, Vi. Edw., and am inclined to the j 
oi)inion that, while it is a distinct species, it is closely allied to and should be ^ 
][)laced in the genus Xotopus of de Haan. I 

Thus I have had opportunities of studying more or less closely nearly all | 
the known genera and most of the known si)ecics of the lianinidre, whicli ! 

. . . . . 4 

must be accounted one of the most ancient crab families, for it occurs in th» i 
Cretaceous along wnth other forerunners of existing crabs. The proper r 
place of the Raninid;e in classification has always been a subject of dispute. 
Latreille first placed them among the Brachyura, but sul)se(iuently removed 
them to the Macrura. Milne Edwards in his 'Histoire Naturelle des Crus-
taces' (25, 1837) includes them along Avith the Dromididx', Homolida?, and 
BactolidiX) as a tribe of his section Anomura Apterura. De Haan (34, 1850) 
showed that the resemblances between the ]{aninida.' and Hippidre were 
superficial, and ])laced the former among the Oxystomata, laying special 
stress on the atttnities of Lyveldus to tho Leucosiidre. " Uti in ceteris 
Oxystomatibus, os Raninoideornm parte anteriore est canaliculatum. Rani-
noidea et Leucosidea nnicte sunt fornue inter Deca])oda, quorum regiones 
pterygostomiante cum sterno cohairent, ita ut maxillannn quintarum articuU 
primi infra palpos sint dispositi et radices ipsis regionibus pterygostomianis-
tegantur ; unica^, quorum cavitates branchiales a parte anteriore simplicem 
tantum apcrturam offerunt, uti jam 01. Edwards observavit. Lyreklus tjun 
distinctum vinculum constituit inter Raninas et Leucosias, ut vix dubium 
remanero possit, quin Justus hie sit illius familiaj locus." | 

Boas (4, 1885) retained tho Raninidre ainong the Brachyura, but laid ] 
stress on their abnormal characters, and concluded by saying, " il m'est ; 
impossible de conq)rondre pourquoi les Raiiines sont ranges avee les -
autres Oxystomes." \n the 'Challenger ' Keports, Henderson (35, 1888), f 
following Milne Edwards' arrangement, describes the Raninidre among the | 
Anomura, and the same autlior, in a subsequent memoir (36, 181)3), makes I 
them into a group, Ranidea, ecjuivalent to his groups Dromidea and Hippidea I 
of the Anomura. Ortmann (41, 1802) follows de Haan in placing tho ' 
llaninidie in tho Oxystomata, and subsequently (43, 1001) erected the | 

I 
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Oxystotnatu into a division (Abtheilnng) eijual in value to the Diomiidea 
(Boat's Dromiacea) and the Brachyura, the last-named division including all 
otlicrtrue crahs. This arrangement, with some minor modifications, has been 
adopted by Alcock (1, IbOC), Borrodaile (12, 1IH)4), and Caiman (23, IHO')). 
Against these authorities must be set the opinion of A. Milne Edwards and 
Bouvier, quoted above, and the similar judgment of Boas that the lianinidiu 
cannot be included in the Oxystomata. 13ut if carcinologists differ as to tii(> 
exact })osition that the Kaninidpo slioidd occupy among the crabs, it is now 
generally agreed (except Ortmann [42], who keeps the Oxystonia<a apart 
from the Brachyura) that they are true crabs belonging to the section 
Brachyura and not to Iho section Anomura of the Decapoda reptantia. 

I Indeed, this was clearly established by do Ilaan seventy years ago, and it 
I will bo convenient to enumerate liere the Brachyuran characters of the 
I iianinidce, most of which were recognised by the clear-si,^hted author of tlio 
I volume ' Crustacea ' of the ' Fauna Japonica.' They are :—(1) The reduced 
IE abdomen and the absence of uropods. (2) The absence of pleopods on iho 
I first abdominal somite of the female. (3) The absence of posterior abdominal 

appendages in the male. (4) The union of the pterygostomial region of the 
carapace with the epistome. (5) Tlic adherence of the branchioslegite to 
the thoracic epimera. (G) The reduction of the branchire. (7) The absence 
of an exopoditic scale on the second antenna. (6) The presence of a sella 
turcica posterior. (9) The exf»ansion of the ischium and nierus of the third 
maxillipeds to form a plate-like covering to the other mouth-parts. (10) The 
presence of orbits in which the eye-stalks can be concealed, and correlated 
with this the reduction in size of the first and second antenna?. Other 
characters might be mentioned, such as the specialisation of the thoracic 
limbs as organs of locomotion, involving a great development of the apo-
domes forming the walls of the cavities in which the muscles of the limbs are 
contained. In other words, it is part of the distinctive fades of a crab that 
the musculature is highly developed in connection with the locomotory 
thoracic limbs, and is feeble almost to the point of disappearance in the 
abdomen. This feature is strongly marked in the Raninidaj. 

On the other hand, it is generally recognised that the Kaninidtie exhibit a 
number of Macruran characters which, on the assun)ption that the Brachyura 
are descended from the Macrura, are primitive. Among the more imjtortant 

' of these are :—The comparatively wcll-devoloped rostrum, which, however, is 
f absent in Cosmonohis. The proximal segments of the second aiiteniui are 
I not fused with the epistome, a primitive feature also shared by the Dromiacea. 
I The presence of a sternaf canal and the relatively well-developed anterior 
I thoracic apotlemes. The narrow and keel-like posteiior thoracic sternites. 
I The oviducal apertures opening on the coxai of the third pereiopods, another 
I primitive character shared with the Dromiacea. The external lobes of the 
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second maxilho arc narrow, the imier lobes normal (Ortmann). Finally, as 
I shall show, the nervous system is more Ast;icurau in tyj)e than in any 
other Brachvni'a. In addition, the ]{aninid;e exhibit a number of features 
j)(>culiar to themselves, and these I shall discuss in derail in the later part of 
this paper. 

For the present it is only necessary to refer to the theor}' ori<!;inally pro-
])ounded by Iluxh^y and brilliantly sustained by Bouvier in his essay, ' Sur 
I'origine homaricnne des (yrabes' (22), that the crabs are not descended from 
l*a;i;uridfc nor from Galatheidne nor Tlialassinid;e, but directly from the 
Astacura, and in particular from the Homaridtc through the Dromiacea. 
*' Jjes Droniiact'S par I'intermediare des Homolodromies ou de formes tres 
voisines, dcrivent directement des Homarides jurassiques ou de Homarid^s 
qui leur ressemblent." Exception beirig made of such crab-like forms as 
Porcellana, LitJiodes, and the Forcellanopafiuriis recently described by 
Borrodaile, Bouvier's theory of the origin of crabs is now generally accepted, 
and it follows that, if the Baninid.'e be true crabs, they must be descended 
from u Homarid or Nophropsid ancestor by way of the Dromiacea. Thus 
Bouvier (22) has given convincing arguments for the derivation of the 
Dorippida' from the Dromiacea, and Alcock (2) sees in his genus Cymonomops, 
which differs but little from Cyclodorippe, a number of Baninoid chai-acters 
which, ho holds, warrant the conclusion that " v. e have, in fact, in some of 
these deep-sea forms the clearest evidence of the close relation of the Ranina 
to tlie .Dorippe ty[)e and quite sufficient justification for accepting de Haan's 
scheme of the Oxystomata, almost without modification.'" Cymonomops, 
however, is clearly a hinhly-specialised Cyclodorip})id ; it has boon placed in 
this fdinily by Bouvier, and its supposed resemblances to the Baninidse are 
of the most su])erficial character. If the last-named family were descended 
from the Dromiacea it would hardly be through a Dorippid line, but it is my 
object to show in the following ]>ages that the JIaninidfx?, though by defini
tion they must still be included among the crabs, are not derived from a . 
Dromiid ancestor, but have been evolved as an independent group from the j 
Astacura. In sustaining this thesis 1 shall place reliance first of all on the I 
nervous system, and secondly on the character and degree of development | 
of the endophragmal skeleton. I 

Our knowledge of the nervous system of the Decapoda is not very exten- | 
sive, and what we do know is due largely to the researches of Bouvier (21). I 
He has demonstrated that the degree of concentration of the nervous system . 
varies so considerably in the several groups of Decapoda reptantia that it | 
cannot of itself be taken as a sure guide of affinity, but I shall be content | 
to found my argument upon a sentence taken from his essay, * Sur Torigiue | 
ho;naricnne des Crabes.' "' Le systcme nerveux des Crustjices docapodes, en f 
efi'et, subitune concentration longitudinale rcguliere a mesuro qu'on d'eloigne ^ 
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f des Macroures pour so rapprochor des Brachyures et la reduction qu'il pn'-sento 
\ dans le sens de la longueur, est un indice, non pas des aftinitos precises de 

I l'nnimal, mais du degre d'evolution cancerienne auquel il est arrive." If ^\Q 
Mccept this proposition, and for my own part I accept it without reserve, 
it must follow that a crab with a nervous system of which the ganglia are 

[ more concentrated in the longitudinal direction is farther removed from its 
^ Macruran ancestry than one in •svhich the ganglia arc far less concentrated, 
I and that the former cannot be a progenitor of the latter, 
i Of the RaninidoL' I have been able, tlianks to the excellent state of preser-
I vation of the example sent mo by Prof. Kishinoye, to make a thorough study 
I of the nervous system of Ranina dentata and a sufficient study of that of 

Lyreidus tridentatiis, of which I possessed two well-preserved examples. 
I have also dissected the nervous systems of JS^otopus dorsipes and Notosceles 
chimmonis, and was able to ascertain that they are of the same character and 
the ganglia fully as much extended in the longitudinal line as in Ranina 
and Lyreidus, but their state of preservation did not admit of great accuracy 
in making out details. 

PI. 4. fig. 8 is a drawing of the nerve-ganglion chain of Ranina dentatUy 
as seen from above, the whole series being represented as flattened out in one 
plane. PL 4. fig. 9 shows th.e actual position of the nerve chain as seen 
from the side, and its relation to the endojdn-agmal skeleton. Owing to the 
deep infolding of the sternal apodemes of the posterior thoracic somites, 
the posterior thoracic ganglia and tho abdominal ganglia closely applied to 
them are directed nearly vertically upwards. 

The cerebral ganglion is relatively large and quadrangular in outline, and 
the ocular, antennulary, and antennarv nerves are of large size ; otherwise it 
does not present any special features. A small pair of nerves passes forward 
to the rostrum. The circum-oesophageal connectives are long and stout. 
The small ganglia on either side of the oesophagus give off a fairly stout 
nerve to dilator muscles of tho oesophagus as well as the more slender 
connectives of the stomatogastric system. Tlie post-oosofdiagenl commissure 
is well marked. The suboesophageal ganglion mass is large and goblet-
shaped in outline, as seen from above, and gives off five stout nerves on either 
side. These nerves are somewhat swollen at their origins, and the last two 
come off rather apart from the rest and give the appearance of originating 
from a separate ganiilionic centre. Otherwise the six ganglia supplying the 
mandibles, first and second maxilla?, and throe pairs of maxillipeds are 
indistinguishably fused in the sul)oesopliageal mass. It will bo noticed that 
the mandibular )ierve does not spring from tho subajsophageaf ganglion but 
from the circum-ocso[)hageal connectives, some way in advance of the ganglion. 
Tho ganglion pair of tho clielipeds is distinct, but so closely fused to tlu^ 
suboesophageal mass that the connectives uniting Ihe two are indistinguishabh). 
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The succeeding oano;lion pair, supj)lying the first pereiopods, is situated well * 
hack in <lie Ihorax, and is connected witii the j>air supplying the chelipeds by | 
two long coinioctives separated from one another by a wcli-inarked interval. | 
Tiio ganglion-pair of the second poroiopods is united witli <he preceding pair * 
by similarly distinct connectives, but only one-third as long as those con- \ 
necting the chelipeds and first pair. The connectives between tlie second [ 
and third ganglion-pairs of the pereiopods are shorter, l)ut set widely apart, j 
leaving an oval sj)acc for the passage of tlie large st(M-nal artery. The two | 
lust thoracic ganglion-pairs, supplying the third and Iburtli pereio}>ods, are I 
fused together, and the connections between them cannot be distinguished, | 
but the separate ganglia can be clearl}'recognized, (dosely applied to the I 
last thoracic ganglion-pair is the chain of abdominal ganglia, completely | 
withdrawn into the thorax and represented by a short and thick nervous mass 
divided by distinct transverse constrictions into five segments. The terminal 
segment apparently represents the fifth and sixth abdominal ganglia fused 
io^reihev: Paired nerves issue from each abdominal gannlionic seotnent, and 
pass backwards closely bound up in the same connective-tissue sheath as the 
fused mass of abdominal ganglia, but they are represented as spread out by 
•tlisscction in fi<>;. 8. Tlie nerves issuino; from the first abdominal o;an<rlion 
•segment can be traced to the first pair of modified copulatory abdominal 
limbs of the male. In this condensed and abbreviated representative of the 
^d)dominnl nerve chain no trace of connectives nor of the paired stucture of 
the ganglia can be detected, The abdominal ganglia and the nerves passing 
from them to the abdomen lie in the concavity of the narrow sella turcica 
{>osterior formed by the deeply infolded sternal apodemes of the last two 
tlioracic segments. PI. 4. fig. 10 is a representation of the ventral nerve 
•chain oiLijreidus iridentatus. The general plan is similar to that oi Ranina, 
but the details are different. Tlie suboesophagal ganglion is an ovoid mass, 
formed by the fusion of the ganglia of the mandibles, maxillre, and maxilli-
j>eds. As I could only count five nerves given off from this ganglion on 
•either side, I conclude that the mandibular nerve issues, as in lianina, from 
the circum-oesophageal connectives, but I was not able to verify this point. 
ThiO ganglion-pair of the chelipeds instead of being approxinuited to the 
avsophagoal as in Rani)ia, is ])]aced further back in the thorax and is united 
with the sub(]esophageal by a thick cord, in which I could not trace any 
separation of the connectives in the middle line. Ĵ Iy s])ecimen was none 
too well preserved, but I can say for certain that these connectives are bound 
together in the same connective-tissue sheath. The ganglion-pairs of the 
chelipeds and first pereiopods are distant and, as in Ranina, their connectives 
me separated by a distinct slit-like space. The posterior thoracic ganglia ! 

-;ire more closely approximated than in Ranina, and the short connectives | 
between the ganglion-pairs of the first and second pereiopods are bound 
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together in the same connective-tissue shealh posteriori^', leaving onl̂ *̂  a 
I small circular passage between them anteriorly. Ihe connectives between 

i the next succeeding ganglion-pairs are pretty widely divaricated to admit 
the passage of the sternal artery, and the last two thoracic ganglion-pairs are 

I so intimately fused that the separate ganglia cannot be distinguished. The 
1 abdominal ganglia are precisely like those o^ Jhi7niia, but somewhat larger in 
( proportion to the rest oF the ventral chain. In jyotopus doi'sipes and 
I Xotosceles cldmmonis the ventral nervous chain presents nnich the same 
I character?, but my examples of these species had lain for many years in spirit 
J and were too rotten to admit of exact study. In Notopus the ganglion-pair 
I' of the chelipeds is separated from the suboe30i)hageal ganglion mass by an 

interval somewhat shorter than in Li/reidus, but the connectives joining them 
are distinctly paired and are not included in a common connective-tissue 
sheath. 

The above descriptions, with the figures illustrating them, show that the 
thoraco-abdomiual nerve system of the Raninidas approximates more nearly 
to the Macruran type than does that of any other Brachyuran—indeed, more 
nearly than any Anomnran except ITippa, in which genus, as I have 
ascertained by dissection, the thoracic ganglia are spaced fairly evenly along 
the longitudinal line and are united by distinctly paired objectives, excej)t 
the last two which are fused together. The abdominal chain also in Jlippa 
consists of at least five fairly distant ganglion-pairs united by distinctly 
paired connectives, but I have not j et finished my observations on this genus, 
and must postpone the description of its nervous system to another paper. 

As coinpared with the Decapoda, of which the nervous systems have been 
accurately described and figured, the abdominal ganglia of the Raninida) 
most nearly resemble the condition found in Dromia vulgaris, as described 

I and figured by Bouvier (22). I have myself verified the accuracy of this 
I description. But in Dromia the thoracic ganglia, though distinct, are 
I closely approximated in longitudinal series, and form a sort of oval beaded 
I ring round the perforation for the passage of the sternal artery, as is the 
I case in Calappa among the Oxystomes, in Cori/stes, and generally in the 
I Catametopan section of the Brachygnatha. In i-espect of the longitudinal 
I * concentration of the thoracic ganglia, the Kaninidre exhibit a much more 
\ jirimitive condition than Dromia. Similarly, the extended thoracic chain of 
f the Raninidffi is in a much more primitive condition than are the approxi-
* mated though distinct thoracic ganglia of Galathea and Porcellana among 
I the Anomura, though these are more primitive as regards the abdominal 
I c-hain. The same may be said in respect o?Ktipagnras^'in which the thoracic 
s ganglia are in some respects more completely fused together than in the 

<»alatheidte. If wo carry on the comparison to the ]\Iacruran type.", the 
llaninidro cannot be brought into close relation with the Lobsters, and still 
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less with the Crayfishes, because in the first-named the thoracic connectives i 
are se[)aratc and show but little tendency to lateral fusion. But of all tiie t 
Macrura they n)Ost closely resemble jS'ephrops in this and other respects. I 
In both the suboesophagcal ganglion mass is in a very similar state of con- \ 
contration, the differences being that in h'anina the mandibular nerves are | 
given off from the circum-oesophagcal connectives (this may be correlated i 
with the great length of these connectives) and in Nephrpps the ganglion . 
pair of the third maxillipcds retain a certain distinctness. The connectives | 
between the suboesophageal and the ganglion-pair of the chelipeds are very | 
nearly of the same length and in the same condition of incipient lateral, I 
fusion in JS^ejtJtrops as in Notopus, though the concentration is carried further | 
in the lateral sense in Lyre'uhts and in the longitiulinal sense in Ranina. ' 
Tho connectives between the ganglion-pairs of the chelipeds and first { 
peroiopods are much longer in the Raninidre than in Nephrops, but are 
etpially distinctly paired in both and show no tendency to lateral fusion. 
The same may bo said of the connectives next following. In the Raninidse 
the last two thoracic ganglion-pairs are more {Lyreidus) or less {Ranina) 
closely fused together. These differences apart, if the long chain of six 
abdominal ganglion-pairs of Kephrops were shortened up to the condition 
found in the Raninida? and withdrawn into the thorax, there would be very 
little dift'erence between the two nervous systems. So far, then, as this part 
of their anatomy may serve as a guide, the Dromiacea have progressed 
further from the Macrurous in the direction of the Brachyurous type than 
have the Rnninida?, but the latter retain many distinct Macrurous features 
and exhibit specially close affinities with Nephrops. 

I t will be noticed that there is a marked tendency for the thoracic ganglia 
to form two groups, one at the anterior the other at the posterior end of the 
thorax, in the Raninidce. This must be correlated with the powerful develop- | 
ment of the first, second, and third pereiopods as digging or swimming | 
organs. These limbs are exceedingly strong, and are actuated by largely | 
developed muscles enclosed in remarkably deep cavities formed by the endo- | 
phragmal skeleton. The size and extent of these muscle cavities as compared | 
with those of other Brachyura is one of the most striking features when one I 
undertakes a dissection of any member of the Raninid.'o, and the abundant \ 
musculature of the limbs makes the dissection of the nervous system difficult.. I 
I t is also worthy of remark that in Lyreidus the last pair of pereiopods are j 
very weak and attenuated and the corresponding ganglion-pair is practically | 
luirecognizable, whereas in Ranina, in which the last pair of pereiopods | 
diifers little in size from the rest, its ganglion-pair is distinct and emits. | 
large nerves to the limbs. | 

Two good figures are given in Cuvier's ' Regne Animal,' but otherwise | 
de Haan is the only author who has dealt with the endophragmal skeleton o t I 
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* tlie Raninida?. Ho s:iys (34, p. 13G}, " tiioracis interior structura offert 
I sellam turcicam uti taiiium in Brachyniis, atque canalem stornalem uti in 
I Macrouris ceteritn tantnm invenitur. Apodemata sin;;ula tam storni quam 
I epimeronnn ab utra({ue parte medio thorace junp^untnr in quo(jue articulo 
I sternali, canalem sternalem constituentia vertobranimque formant plane 
i simulantia. Apodemata cephalica pariter adsunt (juinque transversa, ita ut 
} lianimc hoc respectu opposita) sunt Dromiis, in quibus apodemata tlioracica 
I et cephalica separatim versus centrum commune petunt." AVe have here 
» a combination of Alacruran and Brachyuran characters which, when the 
\ ancestry of the lianinidaj is in question, deserves close study. As a prelim-
? inary to this part of the subject, T must go in some little detail into the 

(
structure and morpholof^y of the endophragmal skeleton. It was described 
both for Macrura and Brachyura by Milne Edwards (25), and since his 
day does not seem to have been studied in further detail. We have, sub-

I sequently, the brief but very accurate description of these structures in the 
f Crayfish by Huxley (38). His figures, however, are not drawn from a point 
I of view that clearly illustrates the structures described, and I shall endeavour, 

with the aid of new figures, to make clear some [)oints that are necessary for 
a detailed comparison with the homologous structures in crabs. Fig. 11 is a 
ventro-lateral view of the sterna and the endophragmal skeleton of the second 
and third pereiopodal segments of tho common Crayfish, seen frotn the left 
side ; the thorax has been tilted over to tho r ight ; the outlines of the 
articular cavities of the limbs have been thickened to make tliem more con
spicuous. Ventrally we see the keel-shaped sternites, and at the outer side 
of the posterior end of each is a small articular socket, into which fits a 
corresponding knob on the coxa of the appropriate limb. Above are the 
corresponding epimera, separated from one another by a groove which is not 
a suture but a deep infolding of the cuticle, technically known as an apodeme. 
If we follow this groove down below the upper limits of the articular cavities 
of the limbs, we see that it bends forwards, then turns rather abruptly back
wards, and seems to end just below a little knob which fits into a corre
sponding cavity on the coxa of the appropriate limb. Thus the articular 
knobs, which I shall call strophidia, are borne on prolongations of the anterior 
ends of the pleura, the articular cavities, which I shall call strophingia, 
on the posterior ends of the sterna *. The line indicating the epimeral 

* Tliefe siiiiill articular kr.obs and cavities have leen described in ?ome detail, nud tlieir 
mechanical action lias been described by llerrick (37), but thoiii>h often figured, the)' seem 
to liave been neglected by other authors. As I sliall have occasion to refer to them 
frequently and to nse them as landmarks, I liave found it neceii.siiry to i;̂ ivc tliem name--, and 
call the socket the stroph'dium, tiie peg which iits into it th>> stroj>hinf/i>tm. The names are 
derived from the peg {(XTpofplyyiov) and .̂ socket (o-T/Jo^ei/'t) hinge of a Greek door. Fur tho 
correct formation of the diminutive arpo^tuj, orTpo^fihwv, strophidium, I am indebted to 
Mr. Eric Barber of Exeter College. 
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apodeme seems to end just hclow the articular knob : in reality it is prolonged 
beyond it, and lan he traced along the inner and hinder edge of the twisted 
lamella or arthrophragm that se[)arates each articular cavity from the one 
next behind it. The arthrojdiragm. in fact, is a double fold of the cuticle or 
apodeme, continuous witii the jileural apodeme ; the two edges of the fold 
run down rather to the inside of the hinder edge of tlx; arthro[)hragm,and in 
(he entire animal pass res[iectively into the arthrodial or joint membrane of 
the limb in front and the limb behind. At the lower end of the arthrophragm 
the groove forms the apparent boundary between the contiguous sterna, 
but here again there is no suture ; the sterna are really continuous, and 
are only separated by apodemes. All this is familiar, but as separate names, 
e[)imera, sterna, arthrophragms, etc., are given to the various parts, I have 
thought it desirable, in view of the comparisons that are to follow, to emphasize 
the fact that these names only apply to local areas and indurations separated 
from one another by more or less deep infoldings of a continuous cuticle. 
In the upper and lower parts of the arthrophragm its apodeme is shallow, and 
consequently the arthrophragmal partition extends only a little way into the 
cavity of the body ; but at about the middle of its coarse the apodeme 
becomes very deep and gives rise to a lamina running upwards, forwards, 
and inwards towards the middle line, short of wliicdi it expands into 
horizontally flattened plate with jagged edges, which makes more or less 
intimaie union with its fellow of the opposite side. The laminra in question 
are the endosternites : they and their flattened summits form the walls and 
roof of the so-called sternal canal within which the thoracic nerve-ganglion 
chain lies. A sternal canal is found in the Macrnra reptantia and in some 
Anomura, but, with the exception of the lianinidie, it does not occur in the 
Brachyura. PI. 4. fig. 11 also shows the epimeral apodemes or endopleurites. 
As the .'irticular cavities slant backwards, ihe endopleurites alternate in 
position with the endosternites, and, as is familiarly known, each endopleurite 
divides internally, sending a posterior branch to unite with the endosternite I 

of the segment behind, an anterior branch to unite with the endosternite in I 
front. The result of all these complicated arrangements is that the cavity of f 
each limb cominunicates internally with two in)])erfectly delimited chambers, I 
which may properly be called muscle-cavities as the abductor and adductor | 
muscles of the limbs are attached to the several apodomic ingrowths that I 
constitute their wnlls. In the jMacrura, as the articular sockets of the limbs i 
look nearly ventrally and the epimera are not much inclined inwards from \ 
the vertical, the muscle-cavities lie in nearly the same horizontal plane and | 
alternate with one another. A consideration of the relative positions of the | 
<lorsal strophingia and ventral sti-ophidia by which the coxa of the limb is I 
hinged to the articular frame will show that the outermost and slightly 
dorsal of the two muscle-cavities encloses the abductor muscles whose action 
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i moves the coxa outwards, backwards, and slightly upwards ; the innermost 
I and slightly more ventral muscle-cavity encloses t!ie adductor muscles whose 
i action is the rcAcrse of the abductors. 
I On comparing the thoracic skeleton of a crab such as Carc'uius mirnas 
\ with that of a crayfisli or a lobster, tlie differenc(>s arc considerable. Tlie 
\ carapace being removed, the epimera ure seen to slope inwards towards the 
4 median dorsal line like the roof of a house. The sterna instead of being 
; narrow and keel-Iikf' are widfdy extended laterallv, and form by tlieir union 
\ the broad ventral phistron across wliich run a series of transverse grooves 
\ indicating the sternal apodcmes. As a consequence the sockets of the limbs 
t are placed not ventrally but on the sides of the body, forming a row which is 
\ not straight but curved upwards at both ends. In some cases the hinder end 
I of the row curves upwards, the fourth pereiopods being dorsal in position. 
I Although Dromia is in many respects a })rimitive crab retaining many 
I Macruran features, its endophragnnil skeleton is so characteristically crab

like that it will serve for cotnparison and contrast with that of the Crayfish. 
* PI. 4. fig. 12 is a drawing of the left side of the thorax of Dromia vuhjavis 
I -after removal of the <?arapace. The thorax has been sliglitl}' tilted over to 

the right to bring it as nearly as possible into comparison with PI. 4. fig. 11, 
iind for sim[>licity's sake the per5[)ective of the ventral surface of the sternum 
has been omitted. Fig. 15 (PI. 5) is a posterior view of the same preparation 

I "which illustrates some I'eatnres not clearly shown in fig. \2.. 
I As in Astacas^ the stro{)hingia and stro])hidia, the former situated at iho 
f upper ends the latter at the lower ends of the arthrophragnis, serve as 
I <:onvenient landmarks. I'he most conspicuous feature in the crab is the 
I great depth of the arthrophragms, especially those between the musclt-
I cavities of the segments of the second and third and third and fourth 
; pereiopods (intersegments xii/xiii and xiii/xiy). It is also characteristic 
j that- the three posterior arthrophragms sloi)o forward, the two anterior 
I -arthrophragms backward, in such wise that the flexor muscle-cavities of 
I which they form the walls converge towards a point situated in the middle 
f -of the thorax. A third characteristic feature is that, owing to the low pitch 
I of the gabled roof formed by the epimera (see PI. 5. fi,^'. 15) the abductor 
\ jniiscle-cavities lie above and not, as in the Macrura, in the same horizontal 
f plane as the adductor cavities. x\ll these features, which go a long way to 

make up the characteristic cancroid facies, are correlattd with the habits of 
i crabs. They run much more a"btively than any Macrura, and the attach-
l -ments for the muscles of their pereiopods are proi)ortionally increased. To 
I j)rovide these attachments the intersegmental apodemes arc very deej), 
I ])irticidarly on the sternal surface and on the sides of the body, and the 

arthrophragms, instead of being mere flattened bars as in the Macrura, are 
•conspicuous partitions extending deep into tlje body. Put their internal 

. 3* 
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edges stop son)e -way short of the middle line and are not piolong(Hl into 
conspicuous ondostcrnites. Towards their lower ends they do, indeed, give 
off triangular or thorn-shaped offsets (such an oft'sct is shown in the inteV-
scgmentnl arthroj)hragni x/xi in TI. 4. fig. 12), but those are not expanded 
into flattened sunnnits and do not come into contact Avith their fellows of the 
opposite side of the body. Therefore there is no sternal canal. The 
ejiimeral apodenies or endopleurites are well-devcloj)ed in crabs and, as in 
IMacrura, they bifurcate at their inner ends, the anterior bifurcation uniting 
with the interscgmentiil apodeme in front, the posterior bifurcation with the 
intersegmental apodeme next behind, as is shown in fig. 12. I t should bo 
noted that in all these respects Dromia has departed so far from itsMwcruran * 
ancestry and has taken on so com],)letely the characters of crabs, that it has * 
been possible to make use of it as a typical exam])lo of this aspect of cancroid 
structure. 

If we now bring the Eaninida? into comparison, taking as our example 
Ranina dentata, we find a curious admixture of crab-like and JMacruran 
characters, but the latter predominate and the former must be called 
deceptively crab-like, for a detailed examination shows that they must have 
originated independently, in relation to the habits of the animal, and not by 
w;iy of inheritance from any other recognized crabs. 

In the first place, as may be seen by a comparison of PI. 5. fig-:. 13, 14, anii 
15, the contour of the thorax of Ranina as seen from behind is more like 
that of a lobster than like that of a crab. In the crab the width of the 
thorax largely exceeds its height ; in the lobster the height clearly exceed* 
the witith ; in Ranina the height is rather greater than the width. Looking 
at the steinal surface, Ranina has a broad ventral plastron and in so far 
resembles a crab, but the most cursory inspection shows that it is made up 
almost entirely of the greatly enlarged and flattened sternum of the tenth | 
segment. The more posterior thoracic sterna, particularly tliose of the » 
twelfth and thirteenth segments, are narrow and keel-like ; indeed, they aie I 
proportionately nariower than in the lobster. The broad sternum of the I 
tenth segment is flat and has no vertical depth; that of the eleventh | 
se<!;ment has the form of a pair of aliform expansions extendino- alon<r the f 
j)0.stcrior edges of the twelfth sternum and making up with it the ventral ; 
plastron. Posteriorly these aliform sclerites meet in the middle line to form \ 
the short and somewhat thickened body of the eleventh sternum, tilted 
somewhat upward. Ihe twelfth sternum is Aery narroAV, of ccnsideiabie 
vertical depth, and is curved upwards. The thirteenth and fourte(nth sterna s; 
are still deei)er veitically, and are so much tilted upwards that the ca\ities of f 
the third pair of jiereio})ods look nearly directly backwards and the cavities ? 
of the fourth jiair look backwards and upwards (PI. 5. tig. 11). The lar<'o • 
articular cavities of the chelipcds are placed laterally, but those of the first | 

I 
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and second pcrciopods are almost ventral. Thn?, in the middle of thethoniN, 

i tlie articuhir sockets of the liinhs have the same position as in the Astacuni, 
but at the two ends their position is similar to that seen in crabs (PI. 5. 

! fig. 17). The epimera of Jx'iuiina are of great depth and exhibit peculiar 
; features that will be described later ; for the moment it is sufficient to note 
I that, owing io the size and depth of the epimera, the arthrophragms are 
I relatively short and as in tlie Astacura are somewhat^ narrow curved laminae 
I separating the articular cavities. But, as also in the Astacura, the arthro-
f phragmal apodcmes are dec{)ly extended into the body for a limited space on 
I either side of tho mid-ventral lino. These extensions are the so-called endo-
I stornites, and in all the lianinidie they are very largely developed, the largest 
* of them, namely the intersegmental })air xi/xii, extending- upwards as much 

as two-thirds of the entire tiepth of the thorax. As may be seen in PI. 4. 
fig. 9 and PI. 5. fig. 16, the four posterior pairs of endosternites slope 
sharply forwards from their points of origin from the arthrophragms, but the 
intersegmental pair ix/x stands nearly vertically and tho pair next in front 
slopes somewhat backwards. The uj)per ends of the endosternites are widely 
expanded, and their innermost expansions, the mesophragms of Huxley, 
unite in the middle lino to form tho roof of a very well-marked and very 
deep sternal canal, at the bottom of which lies the ventral nerve-ganglion 
chain. This is a wholly Macruran character and, as we have seen, it is 
unrepresented in JJromia. In this respect, therefore, as in the nervous 
system, the Dromiacca have departed further from the A&tacuran and have 
advanced further towards the cancroid type of structure than have the 
Raninidae. The former cannot be in the direct ancestral line of the latter. 

To return to a consideration of tlie epimeral elements of the thorax. The 
epimera (fig. 17), with the exception of the last thoracic, have a great 
extent dorso-ventrally and present features absolutely distinctive of the 
Raninidoe. That of segment ix stands nearly vertical and the broad 

f epimeron of segment x nearly so. These two do not present any specially 
/ abnormal features, but the three succeeding epimera slope sharply forwards, 
I so that their upper extremities converge towards the upper posterior angle 

I of the tenth ej)imeron, and their extensive lateral surfaces are divided into 

dorsal and ventral moieties by a ridge running obliquely upwards from the 
I hind margin of the articular cavity of the cheliped to tho insertion of the 

abdomen. Against this ridge the 1OW<M' edge of the branchiostegite fits 
I closely and is held in position by two projections, one near the anterior edge 
I of the eleventh, the other at the posterior edge of the thirteenth epimeron, 
I just in front of the articular cavity of the last pereiopods. The lower moieties of 
i the epimera of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth segments arc therefore 
I exposed on the surface, and form a somewhat excavated and roughly quadri-I lateral area between the coxa3 of the limbs and the branchiostegite. Tho 
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<>j)inieral walls in this area, bein;^ exposed, are strongly calcified. This 
exposure of a large portion of Ihe epiincral surface is a remarkable and 
nni([U'v' feature in the l{aninid;e. Even in the Astacura, where the lower 
eJgc of the branchiostegite is free, it reaches down to the bases of the limbs, 
and in all crabs the lower edge of the branchiostegite is so closely adapted 
lo the coxic of the thoracic limbs as to leave no passage for water into the 
branchial chainl)er behind the chelfc. This peculiarity ilid not escipc the 
attention of jMilne Edwards, but subsequent authors seem to have paid very 
little attention to it. If we now examine the interior of the thorax, we find 
that the a])odemes between the ventral and exposed parts of the three 
thoracic epimera in question are shallow and form nothing more than two 
inconspicuous thickenings internally, strengthening the framework of this 
part of the flanks but not projecting into the cavity of the body. But the 
apodemes above the line of the adherence of the branchiostegites are very 
deep and form well-marked endopleurites which, as usual, bifurcate and their 
branches unite with the expanded summits of the endosternites next in front 
and next behind them. I t appears that the excessive dei)th of the sternal 
canal is correlated with the restriction of the endopleurites to the upper 
moieties of the epimera or, to put it in another way, with the downgrowth of 
the ventral edges of the epimera beyond the line of the attachment of the 
branchiostegite. The ventral extension of the epimera is an adaptive 
feature, and receives its explanation when the habits of the animals are taken 
into account. The Uaninidai are digging crabs, with large and powerful 
chelipeds and first, second, and third pereiopods. ]n many the fourth pair 
of pereiopods is weak and slender, though in Ranina this last pair is not 
nuich weaker than the others. The powerful digging limbs imply pov/erful 
abductor muscles and laroe adductor muscle-cavities. Keference to fig. 9 
shows that these cavities are in fact unusually deep, and their extent is due 
to the great length of the endosternites within the body and to the large 
ventral extensions of the epimera forming their outer walls. The same 
figure shows that, as in crabs, the abductor muscle-cavities lie above and not 
alongside of the adductor muscle-cavities. But cancroid as this character 
is, it has clearly ;i very different origin from the similar arrangement 
in crabs. 

To turn to another feature noted by de Haan, " thoracis interior effort 
soliam turcicam uti tantum in Brachyuris." What is this sella turcica ? 
The name is due to Audouin and Edwards, and the latter author has 
described the elements entering into its composition with great minuteness 
on ]). IM of the first volume of the ' Histoire Naturelle des (/rustaces.' 
Paraphrasing his descri})tion, the sella turcica posterior is a little arch or 
vault, concave from side to side and convex from front to back, formed by 
the forward extension and fusion together in the middle line of the nearly 
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horizontally disposed intersegmental apcdomos xiv/xv ; in other words, tho 
I apodemes separating the last thoracic from the first abdominal segment, 
\ This sella turcica is not present in all crabs, but wl.orc present the arrange-
j nients indicated above are due to tho presence of a deep longitudinal mid-

ventral apodeme in tho last one or two thoracic sterna. The etlect of this 
deep folding-in of the terminal thoracic sterna is to raise the hinder end of the 
last thoracic sternum and to throw its arthrophragmal apodemes forward into 
a horizontal position. The edges of the artlirophragms are thus brought into 

( contact, and fuse in the middle line. I t will be understood from the above 
descrij)tion that the exhibition of a sella turcica is dej)endent on tho 

[ formation of a nu)re or less deep apodeme in the mid-ventral line of the 
i penultimate thoracic sternum. 
I Figs. 13, 14, and 15 arc drawings of posterior views of the thorax of tho 
i ]ohster, ol lianina dentata, and oilh-omia vulgaris respectively. In Ilomams 
I —I i-hould more correctly write Astacus !—the penultimate thoracic stei'num 
\ is large and escutcheon-shaped in posterior view : it has a distinct mid-

ventral apodeme and the central area or inescutcheon is membranous. The 
terminal sternum consists of two distinct quadrangular pieces united at their 
inner angles, and above these is a curved transverse bar which appears to be 

! 'A special calcification of the membrane connecting the last thoracic and first 
abdominal segment. I t is not present in Nephrops noj'vepicus nor in the 
(/'rayfish (Potamobiics). On either side of this bar the intersegmental arthro-

I phragms xiv/xv diverge outwai-ds to unite l)y slender ends with the large and 
I peculiarly shaped e[)imera of the fourteenth segment. From the front edge 
I of the sternum just where it passes into tho arthropbragm of each side, the 
I two narrow and nearly horizontal episternites run forward diverging from 
I one another ; only their tips apj)car in the drawing. There is no sella turcica. 

In Ranina tlie penultimate thoracic segment, though relatively smaller than 
in the lobster, is similarly somewhat escutcheon-shaped. Both it and the 
nnte-penultimate sternum have a deep mid-ventral apodeme, indicated by the 
median suture in fiff. 14 and clearly shown in side view in fig. 9. The last 

t thoracic sternum, clearly recognizable by the position of the two strophidia, 
I is aliform with tapering wings diverging from one another and passing 
I forwards and upw-ards to unite Avith the last thoracic epimeron. The arthro-
\ phragms xiv/xv are triangular plates arising by their bases from the front 

edges of the V-shaped arms of the last thoracic sternum. . Their apices are, 
{ in the natural position of tho animal, directed forwards and downwards ; 
I their inner surfaces are concave and their admedian edges meet and unite in 
I tho middle lino, thus forming the sides and floor of the deep trough called 
I the sella turcica. Fig. 9 shows tho relation of the abdominal nerve ganglia 
\ and the nerves given off" from them to this trough. The anterior ends of the 

artlirophragms in question diverge from one another and, curving outwards 
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beyond the intersegmental endojileuritcs xiii/xiv, iinito ^i th the inner edges 
of the lower ])art of the endopleuritcs xii/xiii. The sella turcica of Ranina 
is therefore of large extent, larger than in so typical a crab as Carcinxis 
m(rnas. Among the various Brach^'ura that I have studied, it most nearly 
resembles in form and extent that of Calappa. But, as mentioned above, the 
S(d!a turcica is not found in all crabs. Fig. 15 represents a posterior view of 
the thorax of Dromia vidi/aris. Tiie sterna of the twelfth, thirteenth, and 
fourteenth segments can easily be recognised by the stro}ihidia on their outer 
extremities ; the large pair of ventro-lateral projections in front of thein 
belong to the eleventii sternum ; their strophidia, being on their anterior 
face, do not appear in the drawing. The fourteenth (last thoracic) sternum 
does not differ much in shape fiom that of Ranina and offers resemblances 
to that of the lobster. The thirteenth and twelfth sterna are irregularly 
sha]>ed transverse bars, of which the outer portions are calcified and 
distinctly separated by apodemes, but their admedian jiortions lose their 
distinctness and })ass into a me<iian membranous pouch, the walls of which 
are little if at all calcified. There is no trace of a median longitudinal 
apodeme in this membranous re[)resentative of the penultimate and ante-
})enultimatc thoracic sterna, consequently there is no sella turcica. The 
arthrophragms oi the intersegment xiv/xv are seen converging forward from 
the anterior edges of the V-shaped amis of the last thoracic sternuni, and in 
other crabs they unite above with the epimera of their own segment, in front 
with the arthroj)hragms of the intersegment in front, but in the absence of 
the ventral apodeme they fall far short of meeting in the niiddle line to form 
a sella turcica. In this respect, then, Dromia has progressed less from the 
Macruran towards the Brachyuran condition than Jtanina, and this might be 
fastened upon as an argument in favour of the derivation of the llaninidaj as 
of all other crabs from a Dromiacean ancestor, but the transversely elongated 
twelfth and thirteenth sterna of Dromia are quite Brachyuran in character | 
and very diflferent from the narrow and keel-shaped corresponding sterna I 
in the Haninidpc. | 

On the balance the evidence afforded by the structure of the hinder part i 
of the thorax is against the Dromiacean ancestry of the Haninidie. f 

Another crab in which the sella turcica is absent is Fldhjra hevis. In view f 
of de Haan's emjdiatic opinion that the Leucosiida? arc clearly united to the ? 
llaninidfc through Lyreidus, an opinion which has found favour with subse- ; 
quent authors, the ninrked differences in the structure of the thorax demand j 
attention. A detailed comparison of the endophragmal skeletons of the I 
Baninidic and lioucosiidaj is best reserved for the discussion of the possible \ 
derivation of the latter from the former family in another part of the paper, \ 
but it may be conveniently pointed out in this place that in Philyra the I 
plastron is broadest at its posterior end ; the intra-sternal apodemes are nearly I 
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transverse to the long axis of the body (with the exception of xiil/xv and 
1 xiv/xv, which arci directly obiiciuely backwards from tlie middle line), are of 
> no great vertical height, and give oft' no oftsot to form a sternal canal. The 
f ' al)ductor muscle-cavities are of great length and slo[)0 backwards, converging 

to a point at the postero-external angle of the thorax on cither side. There 
) is no mid-ventral longitudinal apodeme and the arthro{)hragm xiv/xv is 
I rudimentary, so there is no tracer of a sella turcica. The arrangements of the 
I several parts are as widely diff'crent as possible from those in Lijre'ulus or 
^j Jiny other of the ]laninid;ie. 
f Tiiough de Haan in the quotation given above (p. 33) draws a contrast 
f between the Itaninida^ and ihe Dromiacca in the matter of the "apodemata 
\ cephalica,'" i.e. the pleural and sternal apodeares of intersegments v/vi-ix/x, 
I the RaninidiG show more resemblance to the Dromiacea than to the Astacura 
I in this region, and the two first-named groups differ largely from the last. 
I Passing over the obvious differences due to the presence of a broad and flat 
\ shield-shaped sternum in the Kaninid;x}, attention may be directed to the 
I apodemes enteiing into the composition of the anterior part of the sternal 
I canal. The reader will remember that in the Astacura, of which Nephrops 
I norvegiois may be taken as a convenient example, the pleural and sternal 
I apodemes of the three intersegments in front of ix/x, though some are missing 

and others feebly developed, unite to carry forward the sternal canal towards 
the region of the mouth. In front of tluun both the sternal and pleural 
apodemes, but particularly the latter, of intersegment v/vi are very largely 
dt'veloped, and their expanded internal extremities combine to form a 
stout platform betw een the subcesophageal ganglion mass and the stomach, 
known to the older carcinologists as the sella turcica anterior. Huxley 

I named this platform the cephalic apodeme. In JS^otopus and Raimia, the 
I only two genera of the llaninidse in which I have been able to study 
I these structures in detail, the endosternites and endopleurites of intersegment 

i
ix/x are normal (figs. 9, IG, & 17), the former standing nearly vertically above 
the plastron and ending above in slightly expanded summits which are 
joined in the usual way by the anterior branches of the corresponding endo-

l pleurites. The endosternites of intersegment viii/ix are small and directed 
'i backwards to touch the summits of the endosternites behind them. The 
I endopleurite of intersegment viii/ix is minute, is not,branched, and converges 
I towards the point where endosternites viii/ix and ix/x come into contact. 
1 Intersegment vii/viii shows only rudimentary endosternites, but its endo-
I pleurites are fairly well developed, exhibiting a very short anterior branch 
I and a posterior branch which makes connection with endosteruite viii/ix. 
r In intersoirment vi/vii there is no recognizable endosteruite, but the endo-
I pleurite is present in the form of a small incurved lamella. Intorsegmont 

v/vi is largely membranous, and neither endosternites nor endopleurites can 
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be distinguished in it. Hence there is nothing to correspond with the sella 
turcica anterior of the Astacura. In ]>rom'ui vxdf^arU much ihe same elemenls 
can be identified as in the Haninid;c, but tlie sternal and pleural apodomes 
of intersegment ix/x do not meet to form a sternal canal. Similarly the 
sternal aud ])leural apodemes of intersegment viii/ix unite on each side to 
form a cnrv(!d shelf running inwards from the thoracic wall, but leave a wide 
sjiaco open in the middle line. The ])leural apodemes vi/vii are fairly well 
develoi)ed and project some way inwards and backwards, but arc far from 
approximating in the middle lino. The intersegment v/vi is fairly stout, but 
is simply an arthroj)hragm without any ingrowths that can be distinguished 
as endosternitcs, antl though the sixth pleura are well developed, they have 
no inwardly projecting apodemes separating them from the membrane that \ 
corresponds with the iifth pleuron. In all these respects Dromia has 
departed further from the Astacuran condition than have the Raninidie. In 
another matter also, the Raninidre stand-closer to the Astacura. In the last 
named, for example in JS^'j^Jtrops^ the ninth, eighth, and seventh sterna do not 
lie in the same straight line as the thoracic sterna behind them, but are 
directed upwards, so that a line drawn through them forms an angle of about 
140° Avith a line drawn through the hinder ends of the more posterior 
thoracic sterna. 

In the RaninidK, as shown in fig. 17 for Notopus, a line drawn through 
the seventh, eighth, and ninth sterna forms an angle of 134° with a line 
drawn through the tenth and eleventh sterna. In Dromia the corresponding 
lines meet at an angle of 108°. Thii is another character in which the 
Dromiacea have departed further from the Astacuran type than the Raninidae, 
but, as regards the six post-oral segments, it would not bo quite accurate to 
say that they have advanced further towards the cancroid type. There are 
certain points of resemblance between the Dromiacea and the Raninidse 
"which may be taken as evidence of but slight modification from the common | 
Astacuran stock from which both have descended : not, however, as evidence I 
that one group has descended from the other. The evidence so far tendered * 
shows that the Raninidoi in their nervous system and in the characters of the \ 
endophragmal skeleton are much more nearly akin to the Astacura than are I 
Dromiacea ; they are, therefore, the more primitive group and cannot have f 
descended from the less primitive. In both grou})s the departures from the [ 
Macruran type as exhibited in the first six post-oral segments are due to the t 
acquisition of a broad sternum in the tenth segment and the upward cant of "' 
the sterna immediately in front of it, with which are associated the retreat I 
of the sub-oesophagcal ganglion mass into the thorax (see fig. 9 for Ranma)y i 
the decrease in length of the carapace and the increase in width of its l 
anterior mar":in. The mouth is also brought to a more anterior and less I 
ventral position than in the Macrura. ? 
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Correlated with these modifications is the extent to which the ej)iniera of 
the })Ost-oral segments are involved in the branchiostegal fold. In most 
of the Brachyura that I have examined they are more intimately involved 
than is the case either in the Kaninida? or in the l^ronn'acea, and the conc-
spomling sterna and arthro[)hragms are modified and exhibit features 
departing more widely from the Astacuran type. A preliminary survey 
leads me to believe that a study of the structure and relations of the first six 
post-oral segments in the Brachyura will yield results of considerable clas'^i-
ficatory value, but any attenjpt to discuss the subject would involve a long 
digression, and it cannot be pursued any further in this ])lace. 

But, before instituting a comparison between the pre-oral sternites and the 
adjacent parts of the exoskeleton in the Dromiacea and liauinidcC, it will bo 
necessary to make a considerable digression with the purpose of cdearing up 
doubtful points in the morphology of this region in the Decupoda reptantia, 
and defining more precisely certain terms which, to say the best of it, are 
used in an ambiguous sense by carcinologists. 

In the Astacura and in Braciryura in general there is in front of the mouth 
a plate, usually of considerable breadth laterally, but of variable extent antero-
posteriorly, to which is given the name of " epistome." Behind this is the 
triangular, or in Brachyura the more often quadrilateral area known as the 
"mouth-frame." The confusion arising from the loose application of these 
names is realty remarkable. They are due to Milne Edwards and Audouin, 
and it will be well to quote the former author in extenso (25, vol. i. p. 251): 
" E n arriere des fossettes antennaires, on voit uno surface plane, plus on 
raoins etendue, qui represente le troisicnie anneau cephalique et qui poste le 
noni A^epistome. L'espace occupe j)ar I'epistome, les fossetles antennaires et 
la base des antennes externes constitue ce que nous appelons la rtijion 

antennaire Les parties laterales et inferieures do la carapace, que 
nous appellerons regions pterygostomiennes, sont toujours dirigees plus ou 
moins obliquemont en dehors et en haut, et sur la lignc mddiane elles laissent 
entre elles un es{)aco vide qui est occupe par I'appareil masticateur et quo 
nous designerons sous le nom de cadre huccal ; tantot ce cadre buccal }\ hi 
forme d'un quadrilatere assez regulier, tantot il est triangulaire, et c'est 
toujours a sa partie anterieuro quo viennent se terminer les conduits efFerens 
des cavitcs branchiales." The definition of the " epistome •'Ms sufticicntly 
exact ; it represents tho sternum of the third cephalic segment, that is, the 
antennary segment. Huxley (38) calls the epistome " the sternal region 
which appertains, in part, to the antenniD and, in part, to the numdiblos." 
He was correct in recoofuisinij the inclusion of the mandibular sternal 
element in the "epistome," so -we must take the term to connote tho con
joined antennary and mandibular sterna. Both Milne Edwards and Huxley 
further recognised tho distinctness of tho antennulury sternum lying in front 
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of the "epistome." But the French naturalist, usually so exact jn the 
definition and use of anatonncal terms, goes sadly astray in the apjtlication 
of the terms under discussion, and has thus introduced a confusion which 
has persist(Hl in carcinological literature down to the ])resciit day. Thus in 
vol. ii. p. 170 of the ' Histoire Natnrelle dcs Crustaces' we find it stated of 
J)rom'ia, " repistonie est triungulaire," but clearly the triangular sternal 
element here referred to is the antennuJarji sternum (see infra, p. 50). In 
the same place he says, " le cadre buccal est a pen pros carre," and it is clear 
from an examination in this region in Dvomia^ that the "cadre buccal*' 
is the combined antennary and mandibular stornnm, that is, by his own 
definition, the epistonie. Again in vol. ii. p. 07 we find it stated of ihe 
Oxystomatons crabs, " le cadre buccal est tout-a-fait triangulaire," and on 
p. 102 of the Calappida}, " i l n'y a point d'epistome distinct." But a study 
of these crabs shows that the triangular ' 'cadre buccal' ' is chiefly made up 
of the antennary slernum, i.e., it is the e})istome, which is said to l)c absent! 

Among more recent authors, (lalman (23, p. 257) Aviites: " the antennal 
sternum is mainly represented by the cpistome, a plate of varying shape 
lying between the labrum and the bases of the antennpe," and further on 

" the buccal frame is more or less distinctly delimited by the epistome 
itself or by a transverse ridge which divides the epistome into two parts, 
the epistome proper and the endostome or palate." He does not, with 
Huxley, recognise the inclusion of the mandibular sternum, but there can be 
no doubt that Coalman identifies the greater part of the "ei)istome"" with the 
antennary sternum. A little further on the same author makes the following 
statement: " I n all the Brachyura the rostrum or frontal plates ends down
wards in the middle line a process which unites in front of the ophthalmic 
and antennular sterna with the epistome and separates from one another 
the basal segments of the antennules." This represents accurately enough 
the prevailing opinion on the subject, and indicates quite clearly that the | 
antennulary sternum is not to be regarded as a component part of the j 
*'ejdstome." But, whilst this part of the statement is accurate, the re- i 
maining part is most inaccurate, for an examination of a large number of \ 
ciabs belonging to diverse families shows that, with very few exceptions, the | 
downward process of the front or rostruui does not unite with the antennary f 
sternum, that is with the epistome, but with the antennulary sternum. The f 
fact is so obvious that it is difficult to understand how the error originated, i 
the more so because Milne Edwards, however obscure he may have been on 
the subject of the epistome, is quite definite and exact on this point. " Le ^ 
front se prolonge au-dessus de I'anneau qui porte les yeux. Dans le jeunc \ 
age, cet aimeau reste a decouvcrt anterieurement, et les yeux ne sont pas | 
loges dans des cavites orbitaires completes ; mais, plus tard, la partie 
inferieure du front se reunit, sur ia ligne mediane, a une prolongement de 
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I'arceau infeiieuro du second anneau, de faf;on :i entourer completeniont le 
i segment ocuhiire qu'on n'aperc-oit phis qu'a I'interieur de hi car;ipace " (25, 
I vol. i. p. 250). 
I I t is not necessary to pnsh the question further, for tlie above quotations 

show thiit tlie terms " epistome " and '' mouth-frame " (cach-e buccal) have no 
I definite connotation, and being inca])ablo o£ exact application, must be dis-
f carded in favour of a more precise terminology founded on an appreciation 
r of the morphological elements entering into the composition of this region. 
L I t is, however, no easy task to give such an appreciation. 
• A consideration of the more simple and primitive arranoements obtaininf; 
t in the Maerura must precede a discussion of the highly modified relations of 
i homologous })arls in the Brachyura,and for this puvpose JS'ephrops vorvegicus 
\ may be selected as an oxamide. Fig. 19 is a frontal and fig. 20 a lateral 

view of the cephalic segments of this species. In both the rostrum has been 
f cut through near its base, the ocular peduncles have been cut through near 
jk their origins, an<! in fig. 19 the edge of the carapace has been cut away 
I where it overlaps the external boundar}' of the right antennary fossa. The 
I first point for consideration is, what constitutes the anterior extremity of the 
I cephalothorax ? Not, I think, the rostrum. Huxley (38) has given reasons 
'i for regarding the rostrum as a forward prolongation of the third or antennary 
f somite, and although, following Milne Edwards, he based his identification ou 
r the somewhat doubtful evidence afforded by the anterior head segments of 
I adult Stomatopods, there is no reason to go so far afield to obtain evidence 

t in support of this view. In the deep-sea Penajidfc, Benthesicymiis alius and 
Ilemipeneiissjnnidorsalis, the ocular and antennulary segments are sufficiently 

I distinct and freely moveable on one another to aflbrd abnndant justification 
I for it. It is also evident from an inspection of fig. 20, that in Nej^lirops the 
» ocular segment lies in front of the base of the rostrum and has its [iroper 
I tergum in the form of a median sclerite of cartilaginous consistency, little 
I if at all calcified, but none the less definite in form and extent and clearly 
I recognizable as a distinct element in the exoskeleton of this region. The 
t side-walls or epimera of the ocular segment are thin and membranous, but 
i the sternum is a distinct triangular piece, scarcely calcified and of much the 
\ same cartilaginous consistency as the tergum. I t has been recognised by 

all previous authors. Immediately behind the ocular is the easily recogni/-
i able antennulary sternum, and to the right and left of it are the articular 
; sockets of the antonnules, separated by the artlirophragins ii/iii from tho 
• antennary sockets. The antennulary segment is completed, as has been 
I shown bv previous authors, by the aliform calcified plates which form the 
? greater part of the walls of the shallow excavations in which the oculir 

peduncles rest when turned outwards and represent the epimera of tlu; 
untennularv segment. I agree with Huxley (38, p. 157) in identifying a 
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narrow transverse bar at the base of the rostrum with (the tergum of the 
antennulary segment. Tliis bar is easily seen from the inside, but does not 
appear in a front vie^v, being concealed by the base of the lostrum. Right 
und left of it are two deep cresocntic grooves which are the external indica
tion of two deep aliform apodemes to which the anterior gastric muscles are j 
attache<l. The apodemes in question are known as tlie procephalic lobes, I 
and various suggestions have been made as to their significance, but, in my ! 
oi)ini()n, tliey are simply the well-developed |)leural apodemes of the inter- j 
segment i/ii. Thus far the interjjretations I have given are hardly, if at I 
all, at variance with those of previous authorities, but the homologies of | 
the antennary and mandibular segments present greater difliculties. The | 
so called epistome of I\\'phro]>s, as also that of the lohster and the crayfish, | 
is clearly made up of two parts : an anterior broad plate the lateral regions I 
of which arc jiroduced riglit and loft into broad divergent wings, giving the I 
whole the shape of a broad inverted V. Behind this, fitting closely into I 
the angle of the V, but separated from it by a distinct groove, is a somewhat I 
])rojecting narrow curved bar the outer extremities of which end in incurved 
knobs, M'hicli knobs are excavated internally to form the strophidia for nrticu-
tion with the inner articular jn'ocesses of the mandibles. The presence of 
these strophidia is of itself evidence that the bar in question is the mandibular 
sternutn. The transverse groove in front of it deepens in the middle line to 
form a triangular pit or depression and on the inner surface is a correspond
ing projection—in fact, an apodeme I'or the attachment of. muscles. As 
transverse a[)odemes are always intersegmental, this groove with its median 
apodeme indicates clearly enough the boundary between the antennary and 
mandibular sterjia. The antennary ei)imeron of either side is represented by 
the very narrow carved bar forming the outer boundary 6i the antennary 
socket. This b:ir is united by a membranous fold to and is overlapped by ) 
the fold of the anterior margin of the carapace forming the commencement | 
of the branchiostegite. Posteriorly this bar bends inwards to form the ] 
thickened interned rim of the antero-l.iteral margin of the antennary i 
sternum, and though it is completely fuse<] with the latter, I do not doubt | 
tliat this thickened rim rej)resents the intersegmental arthrophragm iii/iv. | 
Externally the antennary epimeron expands and passes, without any obvious j 
line of demarcation, into the calcified ])late marked .r in fig. 18. In f 
yej'hrops this i)late is firmly fused to the outer edge of the V-shaped i 
iuitennary sternmn, and is set back at an angle to it in such wise as to form | 
the inner and up[»er wall of the anterior part of the cxhalant branchial canal, j 
•l)ut in bath the lobster and the crayfish it lies more nearly in the same ^ 
))lane as the antennary sternmn and takes little or no part in the formation » 
of the branchial canal. The postero-internal margin of tliis plate is thickened, ? 
j/roduced backwards, and engages in a groove on the front surface of the 
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f mandible, thus forming the liinge-line about which the mandible rotates. 
Tlie postero-external edf;o of the plate is ill-defined and passes into an 

I imperfectly calcified aroa forming; the roof of the branchi;d canal. The 
i membrane narro^vs posteriorly, and arriving at the e>:tornal articular pro

cess of the mandible, again becomes calcified and thickened to form a rather 
I large stropbidiuin for articulation with the mandible. After comparison 
J with many other species, I have satisfied myself that the whole of this area, 
I calcified in front and behind, but imperfectly calcified or membranous in 
• the middle, represents tlie epimeron of the mandibular segment, which 
l* in the Astacura is fused to the antcnnary epimeron, but in some primitive 
f Jjrachyura, as I shall show subserpientiy, is quite independent of it and 
{ also of the antennary sternum. Relying on these interpretations which, I 
• venture to think, will be accepted by anyone who makes a careful com[)ara-
i tive study of this region, I shall henceforth discard the misleading and 
^ purely topographical names in general use and speak of the sterna, epimcra, 
j etc., of the various se«>ments. 
* . . . . . 

Before bringing the Ilaninidjie into comparison it will be well to consider 
tlie characters presented by some other Oxystome crabs, particularly of 
the Dorippidre from which, according to some authors, the Raninidte are 
descended. I have studied Dorippe lunaia, M. Edw., yEtJnisa ciliatifrons. 
Fax., and yEthusina gracilipes, Thiers. Of these the last-named species 

I sliows the most primitive and iiiteresting features, and its mouth-frame and 
antennary region are depicted in fig. 21. Tlie basal joints of the antemiules 
are enormously inflated and interposed between the e.xposed portions of the 
ocular peduncles and the rostrum. The antenna3 have a four-jointed po<-luncle 
and a fairly long flagcllum ; the basal joint is small but freely moveable. 

I The downward process of tlie front or rostrum articulates with the antennuhuy 
» sternum, the latter being produced right and left into wings which are 
[ adapted to the shape of the inflated Lasal joints of the antennules. In this 
f species the antennulary sternum is hirgely exposed, only its posterior margin 
\ is overlapped by the front end of the spout-sha()ed anteniuiry sternum. 
\ The latter scleiite is well defined and the sutures UL'itIng it to adjacent 
I parts can be seen clearly. I t consists of a central somewhat, scutiform plate 
,' with antero-external projections of which the edges are inrolled \ entrally to 
I form the spout-sha{)od Oxystomatous mouth. It is to the hinder ends of 
\ these lateral infolded projections that the pterygostomial j)rocesses of the 
I carapace are united. Behind the body of the antennary sternum is the 
I mandibular sternum, a very slcndcsr but distinct and calcified curved bar. 
! Jtight and left, intervening between the lateral wings of the antennary 
I sternum and the outer ends of the mandibular sternum, are two distinctly 
\ defined oval plates forming the roof of the anterior part of the branchial canal 
« and extending so far backward that they supjiiy the articiilar strophingia f(;r 

f 
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the external articular j^roccssos of the mandibles. There can be little doubt 
that tlu'so are ihe epimcra of the mandibular segment, and that they are I 
homologous withi the less sharply defined areas similarly identified in the I 
Astacura. f 

In yEthusa cH'Kitlfroiis the arrangements are very sin)ilar to those in [ 
yKtIius'uiii, but the individual sclerites are not so easily distinguished. In I 
this species the spout-shaj)ed anterior end of the antennary sternum is pro- | 
duccd so far forwanis that very little of the antennulary sternum can be j 
seen in a surface view. The mandibles also are reduced in size and the * 
mandilular sternum is mendjranous. In Dorippe lanata the spout-like \ 
anterior end of the antennary sternum is produced forward to such an extent | 
that it articulates with and overlaps the downward process of the rostrum, \ 
thus completely concealing the antennulary sternum. This is one of the 
rare instances in which union is effected between the rostral process and 
the antennary sternum. Jn Dorippe as in yJithusa the mandibular sternum 
is almost wholly membranous, exhibiting only two small calcifications in the 
region of the strophidia. The mandibular epimera fre large and distinct, 
triangular in shape, the apices of the triangle i)roduced backwards. The 
body of the antennary sternum exhibils a large central boss in front of the 
mandibular sternum, which might, at first sigbt, be taken for a forward 
median extension of the latter, but it obviously has no connection with it. 

After this survey of one of the families of the Oxystomatous crabs, the 
Raninidje may be brought into comparison. Fig. 22 is a front view of 
the present region of JS^otopus dorsipes, all the appendages being removed 
with the exception of the right mandible and the left ocular peduncle. 
Fig. 23 is a similar view of Ranina dentata, and figs. 24 and 25 illustrate the 
same regions in Notoscelea and Lyreidus. For descriptive purposes JVotopuSy 
u less modified genus than Ranina or Lyreidus^ will IJG taken as the example 
of the family. The first thing to be observed is that the antennary sockets 
are relatively large and situated behind ratlier than to the sides of the 
antennulary sockets. In this respect Notopus more nearly resembles 
Jlomarus than Jt'ephrops, for in the latter the antennary sockets are dis
placed laterall}'. Reference to fig. 29 shows that in Kotopus, as in all f 
llaninida3, the antennary peduncle is five-jointed, the basal joint being freely 
moveable, short antero-posteriorly but of relatively considerable width ven-
trally, and it bears the excretory aperture on a distinct prominent tubercle. 

In jS^otopus and in Ranilia, M. Edw., the antennary flagellum is multi-
articulate and of considerable length, with special features which will bo 
referred to later. All these characters are Macruran. The antennules 
(fig. 28) with their enlarged basal segmor.ts and abbreviated few-jointed | 
external and internal fla^el]a are more cancroid in character, but the basal 1 
joints are not infiatcd to anything like the same extent as in the Dorippidse I 

I 
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and the anicnnary sock<Ws lie well behind the ocular jiedinu'les ; there are no 

antennulary t'ossic internal to tlio orbits. The ocular peduncle ot' Uanina, as 

is well known, exhibits these calcifuul s(^gnionts bent at an angle to on(! 

another when the [Xidunclo is retracted into its orbit, l leference to fig. 22 

sliows that there are similarly three segments in the ocidar peduncle of 

Xotojnts, but the two proximal are very short, the greater ])art ot" the 

peduncle being formed by tlui elongated distal segments which, when turned 

backwards and downwards, rests in an elon<>ated orbital excavation frin<>(>d 

with hairs. There is no division of the orbit by a downward growth of the 

front external to the antennules, and the {)roximal segments of the ocular 

peduncles arc inserted close to the middle line on either side of the rostral 

downgrowth. I n all these respects the Iianinidoe have departed very little 

from the Astacuran type and differ from the more cancroid characters 

exhibited by the Dorippidre. In Notop^is the downward process of the 

rostrum is narrow and strongly keeled ventral ly ; its dovetail-like articu

lation with the antennulary sternum is well soon in fig. 22. The ajitennulary 

sternum is escutcheon-sl!aj)ed, strongly keeled in the middle l i i e , and narrow 

posteriorly- I t has a certain amount of mobility on the antenmir}' s ternum, 

which latter s t ructure is a broad tr iangular or rather V-shaped plate the 

apex pointing forward, the antero-lateral margins raised and thickened but 

not infolded and forming par t of the inner wall of the antennary sockets : 

more posteriorly these margins arc united to the ptorygostomial lobes of the 

carapace. The ventral surface of the an tennary sternum is deeply excavated 

to form the exhalant orifice of the branchial canals ; its anterior nioiety is 

divided into r ight and left channels by a low median ridge, posterior to which 

tlie r ight and left branchial canals are separated from one another by a large 

ventrally project ing hood. This hood, which is characteristic of the Kani-

nidfe, is the great ly developed median par t of the mandibular s ternnni ,and its 

postero-external corners are produced right and left into curved horns at the 

extremities of which are the strophidia for the articulation of the mandibles. 

The suture between the antennary and mandibular s ternum is well marked 

in all the Raninida) I have examined. The shape and size of this hood-like 

mandibular s ternum and its relations to the antennary sternum in front and 

the labrum behind are shown for J^aiiina in the perspecjtive sketch (fig. 2ij). 

The fiiiure also shows the curved lines of hairs ("uardino; the exit of the 
<T5 O C T 

branchial canal ; the posterior and more prominent line of hairs marks off 

an oblong })latc forming par t of the roof of the branchial canal, and as a 

distinct suture ca!i be observed internally coriesponding to the external line 

of hairs, I itlcntify this oblong plate with the mandibular epimeron. I n 

Xotopus the exit of the branchial canal is guarded by a diffuse hairy 

patch, and the area behind this, drawn out into the t r iangular projection 

shown in fig. 22, must be taken to represent the mandibular epimeron, 
LINN. JOURN.—ZOOLOGY, VOL. XXXV. 4 
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but it is so intimately fused to the antennavy stornun> that no suture is 
visible. 

Posteriorly the mandibular epimeron is continued into the flexible mem
brane formin<r the roof and outer wall of the branchial canal. In Notosceles 
(fijr. 24) the antennary sternum is very short, is easily separable from 
the antonnulary sternum, and the intersegmental arthoydirragm iii/iv in 
front, and the mandibular epimera appear to be wholly membranous. In 
Lyre'uhis^ on the other hand (fig. 25), in keeping with the great elongation 
of the pre-oral region of the carapace, the anterior part of the antennary 
sternum is greatly produced and to a certain extent overlaps, but does not 
conceal, the antonnulary sternum. The regions of the mandibular epimera I 
are also produced far backwards on either side of the mandibular sternum i 
and are calcified, but I cannot find any line of division between them and 
the antennary sternum. I t should be observed that in Lyrenhis the pterygo-
stomial lobes of the carapace are produced far in front of the mandibles 
and are united for a considerable distance with the edges of the aniennary 
sternum, a condition very different from that in the Leucosiida3, with which 
Lyreidus has so often been compared. 

From what precedes it is evident that the Raninidae diverge so much from 
the DorippidsB aud are so much more primitive in several important par- \ 
ticulars, that they cannot be descended from the latter family. Nor does a 
comparison of the pre-oral segments give any suj)port to the descent of the 
Tianinida3 from the Dromiacea. Fig. 27 is a frontal view of the antennary 
and oral regions of Dromia vulgaris. The antennae and antennules have 
been removed and also the left ocular peduncle, but that of the right side is 
left in place. The whole facies is more cancroid than in the Kaninida?. The 
proximal ends of the ocular peduncles, concealed behind the inflated basal 
joints of the antennules when the latter are in place, are membranous. The 
antonnulary and antennary fossai are small and lie in nearly the same trans
verse line. The oii.its so far resemble those of the llaninida3 that there are 
no downward processes of the front external to the antennules. The median 
triangular shield with the apex directed forward is the antennular sternum, 
and evidently is what Milne Edwards called the " epistome " {lac. cit.). I t 
is separated by a distinct but shallow membranous apodeme from the 
antennary sternum behind, and there is a certain amount of mobility between 
these sterna. The apex of the antennulary sternum fits into a deep depres
sion of the downward process of the rostrum, but can easily be pulled out of 
it. The antennary sternum forms the anterior boundary of the so-called 
mouth-frame, and consists of a median bilobed area and two lateral wing-
shaped areas marked off from the former by grooves. The two lobes of tho 
median area are nearly square in outline and separated from one another by 
a deep median fissure : their anterior margins are thickened and truncated, 
forming a prominent ledge behind the base of the antennulary sternum. 
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Each of tlie hitoral wings is ai-med anteriorly with a prominent spine ; its 
outer border is nearly straight and makes nearly a right angle with tlio 
transverse ledge formed by the n)cdi;in lobes; its inner border is thickened 
and curves round the outer extremity of the mnndibnlnr sternum. The last-
named structure is a projecting curved bar intimately fused to the median 
area of the antennary sternum, but marked off by a groove wliich in the 
iiiiddio lino deepens to form a triangular fossa. Laterally the niamlibular 
sternum seems to terminate in a pair of incurved prominences for articula
tion with the inner articular processes of the mandibles, but is clearly 
prolonged beyond these as a pair of diverging horns intimately fused to the 
postcro-intornal edges of the aliform external areas of the antennary sternum 
but projecting slightly beyond the latter. The mandibular epiniera are 
largely membranous, but their antero-internal ends are calcified to form the 
two plates marked in fig. 26 which form the roof of the anterior part of 
the exhalant branchial canals. A comparison of figs. 19, 22, and 27 Mill, I 
think, convince the reader that in the whole niake-np of the pre-oral region 
the Dromiacea have departed further from the Astacnran type than have the 
Raninidte, particularly in the reduction of the rostrum, the greater develop
ment of the snboibital lobe of the carapace, the membranous condition of 
the inner moieties of the ocular peduncles, the size and relative positions 
of tlie antennnlary and antennary fossco. Further, the modifications of the 
antennary and mandibular sterna are widely divergent in the two groups. 
I t ma}' be objected, and there would be some force in the objection, 
that the genus Dromia, on which I have relied for study of details, is a 
much modified and specialised genus of the Dromiacea, and that I should have 
directed my attention rather to the more primitive genera, i7omoZo<//'o;/i/a and 
Dicranodromia, on which Bouvier so largely relies in establishing his theory 
of the Astacuran origin of cr.ibs. Unfortunately examples of these rare 
and instructive forms were not at my disposal, but they have been described 
in sufficient detail by A. Milne Edwards and Bouvier (28), and a reference 
to pi. i. fig. 2 and pl.iii. fig. 2 of their admirable memoir will convince the 
reader that I am justified in extending the results of ni}'-study of the genus 
Dromia to the more primitive members of the group and in asserting that in 
the make-up of the pre-oral region, as in other characters previously cealt 
with, the Dormiacea have departed more widely from the Astacuran type 
than have the Raninidfo, and therefore cannot bo enrolled in the ancestry of 
the latter. 

I submit that, by a detailed study and comparison of the nervous system, 
the endopliragmal system of the thorax, and the cephalic segments, I have 
proved the first part of my thesis and have shown that, whilst there is plenty 
of evidence for deriving each group separately from an Astacuran ancestor, 
iiie Uaninidae cannot be directly descended from a Dromiacean stock. The 
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pal;viontolo;j;ical evidence available, as far as it }̂ oes, sn])ports this thesis. 
The llaninidie are ancient forms amonj^; crabs, and when they make their 
first appearance have their characteristics fully developed. The earliest 
fossils of which I can find a sufficiently exact account are liainuella Tr'ujeri i 
from the ;^rcs verts of Maine (France) and li. elomjata from the cretaceous 1 
beds of the Sarthe. Both deposits belong to the Turonian division of the I 
Cretacoous. In these early lianinidro the carapace is of elongated oval \ 
shape, broadest in the anterior third; the "buccal frame" is so much | 
elongated that it is nearly half the length of the body ; the thoracic sterna, ! 
wide between the first pair of legs, become narrowed between the second | 
pair and are reduced to linear dimensions between the posterior pairs of | 
pereiopods ; the four pairs of poreiopods are contpressed and adai)ted for \ 
digging in sand (A. Milne Edwards 27). This is the description of a | 
very ty])ical llaninid of fossorial habit showing no greater affinity to the I 
Prosoponidob or to Protocarcinus (Palainachis, Woodw.) than do existing | 
members of the group. The presence of Panina marestiana and Notopus 
Bej/richii in the Eocene show that modern genera of the Raninidaj were then 
differentiated and well established. Bittner's (3) excellent figure of the 
latter species might pass for a representation of the anterior half of the cara
pace of a modern JVotojms. Perhaps the geological evidence proves no more 
than the antiquity of the Ilaninidaj, but that antiquity affords support to 
the argument that they hud an independent origin from the Astacnra.. 

If, then, they are not descended from aProtocarcinid-Prosoponid stock by 
way of the Dromiacea, a fortiori the Kaninidse cannot be descended from 
the DorippidjB or Cyclodorippidce, which are themselves derived from the 
Dromiacea. From what has preceded it is evident that they cannot be ; 
their primitive nervous system and endophragmal skeleton is sufficient 
evidence of that. On the same reasoning, the Dorippidrc cannot be descended 
from the Raninidoej for it has been shown that their ancestry is altogether 
different. So one of the families, and that the most primitive, of the 
remainder of the Oxystomata is excluded from relationship with the 
Ilaninidse. What, then, of the two remaining Oxystomo families, the 
Calappidie and the Leucosiidfe. They are classified with the Raninidse 
because the majority of carcinologists have found it difficult to bcdieve that 
the Oxystomo "mouth frame" could have been acquired independently by 
different lines of descent. But since the Dorippida3 are excluded from 
relationship with the Raninidre this objection no longer has any force. But 
there is room for the opinion that the (^alappidiB and Leucosiidse are 
descended from the Raninidse, and I have already quoted (p. 20) de Haan's 
positive opinion that Lyreidus is an annectant form with the Leucosiidje. 
There are, of course, n^any points of diff'erence between the llaninidaj and 
the two above-named families. I t would be an easy though a lengthy task 
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to enumerate them, but the labour may bo spared because the majority of 
them could })lausil)ly bo exj)laincd on a tiieory of descent with modification 

I from a Kaninid ancestoi". This ex})lanation could be f̂ ivon satisfactorily in 
^ such matters as the concentration of the nervous system, the disappearance 
I of the steriud canal, the broadening of the posterior thoracic sterna, and a 
\ large number of other characters. J5ut it cannot apply in the case of 
f strnctiiral features which have been profoundly altered or have disappeared 
[ altogether in the UaninidcG but are present and exhibit normal relations in 
t (Jalappi(k\3 and Leucosiidrc. 
I To take first a feature peculiar to the Raninidfe, the marked reduction in 
I vertical depth of the posterior part of the branchiostegite whereby a con-
I siderable area of the epimera of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth 

scgmenis is left uncovered. This is by no means primitive but a definite 
specialisation, and I have attributed it to the burrowing habits of the fiimily. 
The Calappinse are certainly and the Matutinre largely sand-burrowing 
crabs, but in both the lower edges of the branchiostegite fit v--ry closely to the 
coxiiB of the [>oreiopods. In the Leucosiida;, which are supposed to resemble 
the Raninida) more closely than other Oxystomes, the adaptation of the lower 
edges of the branchiostegite to the coxa3 of the pereiopods is particularly 
close and elaborate. It cannot be argued that the original and more 
primitive relations of the branchiostegite to the epimera were re-established 
when the necessity for enlarged muscle-cavities for the pereiopods disap-

I peared with the assumption of new habits by the Calappida3 and Leucosiidpe, 

(
for the muscle-cavities are very large in these families but their enlargement 
is provided for in a very different manner. In the Leucosiida; the arrange
ment of the elongated abductor muscle-cavities'is peculiar and interesting, 

I but there is no room to describe it in this place. 
I In all the Raninidoe the posterior margin of the pterygostomial region of 
I the carapace is closely united to a broad offset of the tenth sternum in front 
f of the cheliped. Consequently there is no inhalant branchial orifice in 
I front of the cheliped, and the epipodite of the third maxillipcd is aborted, 
I thoucyh a trace of it remains in the form of a vestigial setobranch. In the 
i Culappinre and Matutinse the pre-cholipedal inhalant aperture is conspicuous 
i and the epipodite of the third maxilliped well developed. It cannot seriously 
* be maintained that these structures liave been re-acquired in these two sand
s' burrowing sub-famiJies. In the Leucosiidaj, however, the posterior margin 
* of the pterygostomc is as intimately fused with the plastron as in the 
I Raninidje, and with the disappearance of the pre-chelij)edal branchial orifice 
r the epipodite of the third maxilliped has disappeared even more completely 
; than in the ]laninida3, for there is not even a vestigial setobranch. A similar 

state of things occurs in some of the (Jyclodorippida^, but need not be 
discussed here because the DorippidiC have already been excluded from 
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rchitionship Avith the Raninid;c. l)e Haan laid great stress on this point of 
re.?eml)lanco hctwecn the Loucosiida^and the Ranitiidae, but a detail examina
tion shows that tiie result is arrived at in a difVerent manner in the two 
families and must ho regarded as a case of homoplasy rather than homogeny. 
In all tlio llaninidio the free end of the sternal plastron is formed by the 
more or loss jtrominent lanceolate median projection of the tenth (chelipedal) 
sternum. The ninth sternum is narrow and projects upwards at an angle 
of \'Mf to i;ir)° above the hinceolate ])rojection of the tenth sternum. Tho 
cox;c of tho third maxillipcds are articulated to tlie hinder end of the narrow 
nintii sternum, and therefore close to the median line, and tliey effectively 
exclude any part of tho sternum from participation in tlie iorniation of the 
broad jdaslron (see fig. 27, ix). Further, in the l^ininidfc, the connection 
between branchiostegite and plastron in front of the cheliped is effected by 
lateral outgrowths of tho tenth sternum which meet the branchiostegal 
margin, not by any marked ingrowths of the latter. In the Leucosiidae 
(I bave studied tho arrangement in Ilia niicJevs, Phlly.via nndecimspinosa, 
and PJdIt/ra hrc'is) the ninth sternum is short antero-postcriorly, but broad 
and forms the anterior end of the plastron. The coxce of the third maxilli
pcds are articulated to its outer ends and are therefore far apart. The tenth 
sternum docs not give off any prominent oulgrowthsin front of the chelipeds, 
Imt is united to an inwardly directed process of the edge of the branchio
stegite on each side, this process being the most anterior of a series of 
similar downgrowths of the brancliiostegal margin wliich pass between the 
coxfc of the j)ereipods and effect the ver}'̂  close and elaborate fit of branchio
stegite to coxfc already referred to. I t may be mentioned here that 
A. Milne Edwards and Bouvier (28) have described a shallow pterygostomial 
gutter closed in below by the third maxillipeds in Cydodorippe. This 
gutter occupies the same position as the well-known pterygostomial inhalant 
canal of the Ijeucosiidic, and the similarity of the structural appointments is 
so great as to suggest the derivation of the Leucosiidfc from a Cyclodorippid 
rather than from a llaninid ancestor. 

Finally some importance is to be attached to an apparently minor feature. 
In all the Oxystomatous Crabs the floor of the exhalant branchial canal is 
formed by an expanded spoon-shaped, operculum furnished by the first 
maxilliped. In the Haninidjc (see figs. 31, 45, 50, & 53) both the exopodite 
and cndopodite are expanded and modified, and co-operate in forming tho 
operculifonn floor in question, but it is the exopodite wliich is the lonoest, 
most expanded, and the most ctfcctive agent in forming the operculiform 
floor of the anterior part of the exhalant canal. This moditied exopodite 
never bears a flagcllum. In the Leucosiidoe, the Oalappinie, and the 
Matutinte (Garslang is in error in stating that the exopodite is operculiform 
\\\ Matuia baiiksii) it is tlio endopoditeof the first maxilliped that is elongated. 
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expanded, and modified to form the oporcnliform floor of the exhalant canal. 
The exopodite is somewhat modified and to a varyinfjj extent in different 
genera, but it is always shorter than the endopodite, docs not share in the 

• formation of the oporoulum, on the whole retains the characteristic shape of 
) an exopodite, and invariably boars a flagellutn—I ho})0 I may not be criticised 
f for attaching nndue importance to a trifling character. I t is just such 
I instances as this, in which tlie same purpose is effected by somewhat different 
I means, that afibrd the best criteria as to whether some particular structural 
' resemblance is homogenetic or homoplastic. I t was the discovery of this 
^ difference in the structure of the first maxillipcds that finally confirmed my 
I opinion that the Raninid?e are not genetically connected with the other 

Oxystomatous Crabs. My reliance on this item of evidence was somewhat 
I shaken by A. Milne Edwards and Bouvier's statement that the opercular 
I floor of the exhalant canals in Cijnionomus is formed by the dilated exopodites 
I of the first maxilliped, but an examination of their figure (28, pi. xv. fig. G— 
{ tliere is a mistake in the numbering of these figures—) shows that the 
I resemblance to the llaninidrc is only superficial, and the exopodite of the first 
I maxilliped of C>/monomiis has a long six-jointed flagellum furnished with long 
I seta;. My test case, therefore, holds good, and the evidence produced is 
I sufficient to justify Boas' doubt as to the inclusion of the Baninidse among 

the other Oxystotnata, and A. Milne Edwards and Bouvier's decision to 
exclude them from their monograph on the Oxystoniata of the ' Blake' and 
'Hassler ' Expeditions. The lianinidie, therefore, must be removed from 
their present systematic position and assigned to some other place in clnssi-
fication. They cannot be excluded from the section Brachyura for rea.sons 

I given on p. 27, but in conformity with more recent and generally accepted 
I classifications they must rank as a separiite tribe, equivalent to the Dromiacea, 
f Brachygnatha, and the rest of the Oxystotnata. For this new tribe I propose 
I the name Gymnopleura*, which directs attention to one of the most charac-
f teristic features of the group, namely the exposure of the epimera of the 
I posterior thoracic segments. This new tribe may be defined as follows. 

( Tribe aYMNOPLEURA. 

I Anterior thoracic sterna broad, posterior thoracic sterna narrow and keol-
I like ; posterior thoracic e])imera largely exposed by reduction of branchio-
> stegitc ; female openings on COXPG ; last pair of pereiopods dorsal in position, 
i 
I * Mr. ' i . U. R. Stebbing in ' Nature, ' Jany. 1922, has pointed out tliat Latreillo (Cours 
I d'Kntomulogie, 1831) iuatiluted the tribe Notopterygiu for Ranina. At first sight it seemed 

ndvi«iibl« to adopt Latreille's uamo for the tribe conipri.4ug the Kauiuidaj instead of my 
own. IJut the vul<̂ 8 of nomoncbiture do not apply to tribal names; Latreille's system of 
cla-^Hilicatit^n differs largely from tliat followed in this paper and his reasons for placing 
Itttninn in a separate tribe differ widely from mine. Conui.siou rather than perspicuity 
Vfould result from the adoption of Latreille's tribal name. 
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normal or reduced in size ; sternal canal present; thoracic nerve ganglion-
chain elongate ; antennary sternum triangular, spout-shaj)cd ; hranchire 8 on 
ench side FAMILY: Ranin'uhi'. 

Wc nmy now deal with some features of general and special interest i 
j>resont(Hl hy the tribe Gynmoplenra. It has been shown to have ()riginat.ed, t 
independently of other "crabs, ' ' from the Astacura. I t is but a small I 
jissemblage of animals, comprising some eight or nine living genera, 1 
exhibiting a very small range of variation, and evitlently very well adapted | 
to their environment, for the tribe emerges in the Creiaceous with its special f 
adaptive characters fully established, and two of the recent genera date back 
to the Eocene. But although not descended from crabs, but from lobsters, 
the IJaninidw have been so similarly modified, in one direction and anoUier, 
that they must be classed with the crabs with which they have no relation
ship save that of a remote common ancestor which Mas not itself a crab. 
I t is by no means an isolated phenon^enon. We know of several crab-like 
forms, Fovcellana, Lithodcs, Hippa^ and the interesting Forcellanopagurus^ 
whose assumption of a crab-like form has been described in a very lively 
manner by Borrodaile (20), which have undoubtedly been derived, quite 
independently in each individual case, from Macrurous ancestors. The 
question is, what causes have operated to produce so great similarities in 
animals so remotely related to one another? AVithout doubt, I think, the 
answer is that the efficient cause has been the assumption of the habit of 
burrowing in sand or mud. Bohn (7) has shown that various members of 
the Nephro[>sidea, when living on sandy bottoms, protect themselves by an 
investment of sand, an<l to a liihited extent take cover in it. But their 
j)ereiopods are ill-adapted for digging ; they )\iust retreat backwards into the 
sand to leave their antennrc and eyes free to keep watch against enemies, t 
and the elongated abdomen is a great obstacle to the effective and rapid | 
concealment of the [»osterior parts of their botiies. A suitable modification | 
of the pereiopods and reduction and infolding of the obstructive abdomen | 
are prerequisite to retrofossorial efficiency, and any mutations in tliese I 
directions must have had a high selective value. I t is not surprising that s 
favourable modifications should have presented tiu^.mselves and have been I 
selected seveial times over, nor is it sur[)risii)g that, once the burrowing I 
habit was adopted, similar ada})tive modifications to the new condition of life | 
should have established themselves. In the first place the Decapod, buried | 
in sand or mud, must adapt its respiratory mechanism to the changed | 
conditions. The inhalant spaces exteiuling along the ])o»terior and ventral | 
edges of the branchiostegite would be choked and rendered useless unless * 
some provision against the entrance of sand were developed, and the I 
researches of Garstang and Jjohu have shown by what various means this | 
form of sufTocation is obviated in ditferent genera of the sand-burrowing | 
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crabs. Most commonly the edges of the branchiostegito arc fitted closely to 
the epimera just above the co.\;\} of the pcreiopods and to the tergum of the 
first abdominal segment, so that no water can find ingress or ogress that way. 
As a consequence tlie })odobranch» or arthrobranchs of the three posterior 
percio[)ods disajjpear ; there is no longer room for them, and as tiie branchial 
cavity is reduced posteriorly by the great development of the muscle-cavities 
of the digging legs, the posterior pleurol)ranchs follow suit. The branchia? 
are reduced in number and those that remain are mussed in the anterior half 
of the branchial cavity, nearest to the newly developed entrance of the 
respiratory current in front of the chelipeds. In the Raninidpc, however, 
the arrangements differ from those usually observed in crabs. There is, in 
most of them, a pair of posterior respiratory orifices situated between the 
tergum of the first abdominal segment and the coxa; of the last pair of 
pcreipods. When tlie abdomen is extended or only slightly flexed, water 
can pnss freely into or out of theso orifices, but they are pretty effectively 
closed when the abdomen is closely flexed under tiie thorax. The orifices 
were accurately described and figured in Ranina by Milne Edwards, but 
many subsequent authors, particularly Ortmann (42), seem to have failed to 
recognise them. Borrodailo (14) gives an accurate account of their relations. 
These posterior branchial orifices are not, however, peculiar to the Raninidre: 
I have found them in precisely the same position in Cori/steSy in which genus 
they can easily be seen by bending the abdomen upwards and looking between 
the lower side of the tergum of the first abdominal segment and the coxa of 
the last pair of legs. Garstang (30) failed to observe these apertures in 
Co7'i/stes, and I suspect, but have not yet had the opportunity of proving it 
by experiment, that they form the main entrance for water into the branchial 

i chamber during the operation of the normal current. There is also a pair of 

posterior apertures in y7iia polita, but these are in a somewhat diflerent 
position, close under the edge of the branchiostegite in front and to the out
side of the articulation of the first abdominal segment witlrthe carapace,and 

f well in front of the coxse of the last pair of pereiopods. The persistence of a 
I posterior branchial opening is a primitive feature, never to be seen, as far as 
^ my observations go, in crabs in which the abdomen is permanently flexed 
j and kept closely iipplied to the sternal plastron. 
I To return to the Runinidge : the posterior part of the branchial chamber, 
• into which the posterior orifice opens, is reduced to a narrow passage by the 
1 reduction in vertical depth of the branchiostegite and the close adherence of 
t its edge to the thoracic opimera. The edge of the branchiostegite is held in 
I place by two prominences, one on the anterior edge of the eleventh, the 
] other on the posterior edge of the thirteenth epimeron, and a close fit is 
I ensured by a well-marked ridge running upwards and backwards along the 
I eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth epiniera (figs. 7 & 17). 1'hus the entrance 
I of water into or its egress from the branchial chamber at the sides of the 
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tliorax is olfcctively prevented. The only entrances and exits are by way of 
the anteriur so-called exhalant branchial canals and by the posterior canals 
described above. Bolin (6) has shown that rever.<al of the respiratory current, 
first observed in Cori/stes by Garstang, is a normal phenomenon among 
Decapod Crustacea, and is manifested even when they are buried in the sand. 
There n)ust, therefore, be some apparatus in forms which, like the Raninidpe, \ 

have posterior brancliial orifices for filtering the sand iVom the w ater entering ^ 
by those orifices tluring the "no rma l " phase of the respiratory current; | 
that is when it is setting from behind forwards. In most of the lianinidfe, f 
notably in Rajiina, yoloinis, Notopoidcs, JS^olosceles, and Zanclifer, this * 
apparatus is furnished, partly by the chelipeds, but j)rincipally by the manner I 
in which the flattened pereiopods, the edges of which are fringed with long | 
and closely set hairs, are bent upwards and forwards in such a manner as to i 
form a water-chamber on either side of the posterior thoracic segments. I 
The part played by the pereiopods would never bo guessed from the con- f 
ventional representations of these animals in systematic works, where they | 
are de])icted, usually from the dorsal surface, with the legs extended sym- : 
metrically on either side of the body in order to display as much as possible 
of their structure and the chelipeds extended forwards in front of the 
body. The adaptive characters of the thoracic limbs can be studied with 
equal advantage in J^^otopus, JS^otopoldes, Zanclifer, JS^otosceles, and liainna, hut 
1 will take the last-named genus as an example for descriptive jjurposes. 

In Kaniua there is a conspicuous triangular patch of short dense hairs 
extending forward from the articulation of the cheliped over the postero
lateral area of the pterygostomial region on either side of the thorax. The 
conjoined basis and ischium of the cheliped is very short and immoveably 
fused to the merus, the two forming a relatively long curved segment of the 
limb, dilated on its external aspect but smooth and flattened internally so as \ 
to fit closely against the hairy patch on the })terygostome. I t is evident, f 
from its smooth and polished inner surface, that the ischionierus is normally f 
held close to the body and slides forwards and inwards or outwards and I 
backwards over the above-mentioned hairy patch. Whatever its position, so | 
long as it is pressed against the hairy patch, there is no room for the passage I 
of water, much less of sand or mud, between it and the pterygostome. ' 
When the ischiomerus is rotated as far forward as possible, the somewhat J 
inflated carpus lies beneath the outermost of the largo frontal spines of ^ 
the carapace, and the flattened propodus and dactylus are folded back I 
under the anterior part of the pterygostomial region, but do not fit closely I 
and accurately to the latter as in the case of Calappa and Matuta. Their | 
function is quite different. I t is evident that instead of forming the floor of I 
what Giirstang has called an exostegal canal the propodus is so articulated | 
to the carpus that without either the latter or the ischiomerus being shifted *• 
from their positions, it can be rotated outwards in such a manner as to rake f 
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sand or other niiiterial from beneath the anterior part of the cariipace, the 
raking action being facilitated by the five large s})ines on the lower margin 
of the propodus. Thus a more or less clear water-way is kept on the under 
side of the anterior side of the thorax. 

I When the ischiomerus is drawn as far back as possible, the carpus can be 
I flexed inwards to form an acute angle with it, and the flattened propodus ma}^ 
i then be folded back so far that its posterior margin fits into a groove in the 
I nicrus and both it and the dactylus arc pressed against the basal joints of 
i the third niaxillipeds. In this position also the propodus can be rotated 
J outwnrds with a raking action so as to clear away sand from beneath the 
I body, Avithout any corresponding movenient of the ischiomerus and carpus. 
I A close examination of the chelipeds leaves no doubt that their main function 
i is to keep open a passage for water down to their basal joints. From this 
I point backwards water must pass in two streams to the posterior branchial 
I orifices along passages roofed in, partly by the overhanging edges of the 
I branchiosiegite, partly by the forwardly directed last pair of pereiopods. 
} The inner walls of these passages are formed by the epimera of the eleventh, 
I twelfth, and thirteenth segments, which are somewhat excavated and over-
I Imng by the edge of the branchiostegites. Their outer walls are formed l-y 

I the first three pairs of pereiopods, which are tucked up under the roof formed 
by the last pereiopods, the merus in each case being directed forwards, the 

I carpus, propodus, and broad lanceolate dactylus downwards and backwards. 
I The segments of the pereiopods being broad and flattened and their margins 

( furnished with fringes of stilT closely set hairs, they form a sort of basket-
work or sieve the meshes of which are filled in by the fringes of hairs, and the 

I whole apparatus is adapted to admit to the interior water from which sand 
I and other solid particles have been strained. The strainer is made more 
I effective by the dense hairy fringes on the edges of the brancliiostegite, and 
I the whole apparatus is completed and roofed in posteriorly by the flattened 
I segments of the abdomen, which are likewise provided with dense fringes of 
I stiff hairs. 
I Whatever may be the position of the chelipeds, there is a ventral gap on 
I either side between their basal joints and the first pair of the pereiopods. 
I This gap is partly filled by the ' 'epaulettes ' ' projecting from the sterna of 
I the eleventh segment; the rest of the gap is bridged over by the stiff hairs 

projecting from all round the margins of the ei)aulettes aiid forming a very 
effective strainer. It is through these two ga[)S furnished with this efficient 
straining apparatus that the greater part of the respiratory current of water 
must find its way from the cavity raked out in the sand by the chelipeds 
underneath the anterior part of the thorax. 

The structure and arrangement of the pereiopods and their relations 
to the thoracic epimera and abdomen being as above described, it may bo 
inferred that Jianhia buries itself in the sand by the digging action of the 
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first tliroe pairs of ])ereiopoils, tlio fourlli pair hein;^; \]>fd \o sliovel tlie dis-

phu'e<l saiul (lutwai'ds. ^\'h('n dug in, the animal may he inferred to assume 

an ohli<]U(' position, the IVonial spines ot' t1ie carapa.ce just, l)realving the 

surface of t lie sand ; tlie chelipcd> are fohh'd up uivhn- the pterygostomial 

re;:;ion of the carapace and the h)nii; three-jointed eyo-slalks may !>:•. extended 

well ah()\e the sand on the look-out or, on the ap[u-o:u h (d' ilanger. may 

1)0 folded hack and concealed in tiie oi'hit i! cavities. lu this position the 

normal respirat^u-y current v>-in he ])rovid(Ml \\)V hy the rakinii; action of 

the chelip(Mls and the latei'al water -passages enclosed hetwoen the 

pereiojHxls and the thoracic (,'pimera, as descrihe<l ahove. ddiese aii'ord a 

mechanism wherehy filt('red water is supplied to the po.-t,crior branelred 

openings, and the normal (>xhalant current will pass out hy the narrow 

anterior passage hounded hclow hy the merus of the third maxilli[)ed and 

laterally hy the tlattened hasal joints of the s'^cond antenn;c. 

As the ivaninid;c are tropical and sul)-troi)ical crahs living at considerably 

de})tlis it has not heen possil)le for me to observe the habits of the living 

animals, much les> to make exj)eriinents on their rospirat(-)ry mechanisms. 

But in the absence of direct evidence .1 consiiler m3-self justified in giving 

the foregoing account of the course of the normal respiratory current , the 

more so because an examination of nnmerous specimens of yotopo'ules lahis 

and of S(>voral (^xauiples of Zancl'ift'r car'ilnnsh in the J3riti-h ]\[usenin of 

Natura l History gives the clearest evid(mco that these species are sand 

burrowers, and that an inhalant ciiri'ent [)asses into their brtnichial chand)ors 

through the posterior l)ranehial orifices, which are exceptionally large and 

conspicuous in the-^e cases. \\\ nearn- all the indiviiluals of these two species 

the consi)icuous hairy fringes of the ])ereio])ods, ot the abdondnal pleura, of 

the edges of the hranchiosl<'gito, and of the e[)aulettes of the eleventh sterna, 

are moi'e or less heavily clogged wdth sand, a fact Avhich bears ^Yitness to 

their function as a filtering apjiaratus. On the other hand, the water-

passages lying between the posterior thoracic epimerri and the pereiopods, 

and thereidro guarded by these hairy fringes, are remarkably clean and free 

from sand. The liltration, however, has not been perfect, for the walls of 

the posterior branchial passages are encrusted with fine })articles of sand, 

the distribution of which leaves no doubt, that tin; current wdnch deposited 

them set in fiom behind forwards. Tlu; evidence, in these two sjiecles is 

remarkably clear, and the inferences drawn from it may be extended to 

Sotojnis dors'tpes and to yotosccles chimnionis, though, in the last-named 

species, in wdiicdi the last pair of pereio})ods are greatly reduced in size, there 

is evidence that the po.-terior inhalant res[,iiratoi'y cnrr<'nt is becoming of less 

importance and that tin; incurrent supply of water to the l)ranchial cha;nber 

is chi(dl3- [)rovided for by special modifications of the antennarv region. 

In the al_)scnce of o})[)ortunities for observation of and experiuu ut on living 
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animals, the exact course of the anterior inluilant respiratory current in the 
Ranini(la3 must renuiin largely a matter of conjecture. Nevertheless I have 
not hesitated to put forward the following interpretation based upon a 
detailed study of anatomical fact.-i in the hope that, whilst my conclusions must 
necessarily be subject to revision and correction, naturalists who have oppor
tunities of studying the live animals may be so far interested as to devote 
some time and trouble to the elucidation of the workings of their respiratory 
mechanisms. The anatomical characters are most e:isily studied in Notopus 
dovsij>es, and it is probalde that what is true of this species is also true of 
lianilia miiricala, M. Edw , but as I have onlv been able to examine a sinjile 
dried example of the latter in the British Museum of Natural History, 
I cannot say anything certain about it. I have stated elsewhere (p. 26) 
that, in my opinion, Banilio, M. Edw. — JS^otopus, de Haan. In iVotopus the 
antennsG are more primitive, that is to say, they depart less from the 
Macruran pattern, than in any other llaninidie. The peduncle (figs. 29 & 29a) 
is made up of five distinct segments cf which the ]:)roximal is admedian in 
position, small, largely concealed by the sub-autcnnary lobe of the pterygo-
stunie and bears at it< inner angle the' aperture of the excretory gland. The 
second segment is also small and largely concealed by the sub-antennary 
lobe: it lies on the same level as the first and is external to it.. The third 
segment is large, sub-quadrangular in outline, its extero-ventral surface 
slightly convex and tubercuhited, its intero-dorsal surface smooth and slightly 
concave. Its admedian margin is prominent and curved, forming a pro
jection which meets its fellow in the middle line. I t bears a conspicuous 
tuft of long forvvardly directed setsc. Its extero-anterior angle is produced 
into a process which embraces the proximal part of the fourth peduncular 
segment; this process is largely developed in other Ilaninidcc but remains 
small in JS^otopits. The fourth and fifth segments are fairly long, their 
external and ventral surfaces granular and convex^ their admedian surfaces 
smooth and flat or slightly concave. The dorsal and ventral edges of these 
smooth admedian surfaces are fringed with long closely set plumose setse 
which, when the two antenna3 are approximated, interlock with the corre
sponding seta3 of the antenna of the other side. The antennary flagellum 
comprises twenty-six joints, is relatively longer than in any other lianinidai 

I (except Manilia, M.-Edw. and Cosnwnotus) and bears a dorsal and a ventral 

* row of strong seta; which are directed obliquely inwards so as to interlock 
I with those of the opposite side when the antennary flagella are ap{)roximated. 
I Thus there is formed an antennary water-tube (figs. 1 & 56), shorter indeed 
» hut otherwise similar to and fully efficient as that of Corystes. Water sucked 
I down the antennary tube passes into a shallow chamber lying behind the bases 
I of the antennai, the floor of which is formed by the meri of the third n)axilli-

pods, its roof by the spoon-shaped expanded anterior ends of the exopods of 
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the first maxillipeds. Tliese la:<t are concave dorsally and convex ventrally, 
and fit so closely and accurately to the converging cxhalant channels of the 
antonnary sternum as to constitute an efficient horizontal partition between 
an cxhalant passage above an<l an inhalant passage below. The incunent * 
stream of water, taking the more ventral course, must pass right and left 
along the conduits provided by the grooves on the ventral sides of the exopods 
of the second nuixillipeds ; thence, under the edge of the inflated pterygostome 
into the channcd which lies parallel to that in which the scaplmgnathite 
works, but separated fron» the latter by the vertical partition formed by the 
mastigohrancli of the first maxilh'ped. The floor of these iidialant })assag<'S j 
is formed by the flat and closely opposed meri and ischia of the third | 
maxillipeds the outer edges of which fit close to the mouth frame. There is i 
no " exostegal " groove in the pterygostome forming a definite inhalant canal 
as in the Leucosiida}, but the relation of the incurrent to the excurrent stream 
of water must otherwise be much the same in the two groups. That is to 
say, in both cases there must be two opposite currents, the one setting 
inwards to, the other setting outwards from the antennar}' region of the front. 

In both the Raninidoc and the Leucosiidse the excurrent stream is set in 
motion by the " normal '̂ action of the scaphognathite, and passes forward 
between the converging channels of the antonnary sternum and the exopods 
of the first maxillipeds to emerge between the basal joints of the antenniiles. 
The course of i\\o incurrent stream in the Raninidse is as described above for 
Notopus, but it can liardly have escaped the reader's attention that the 
channels in which the opposite currents flow are not very distinctly separated 
from one another. In the Leucosiidrc the existence of the exostegal canals 
makes the separation much more complete, and the respiratory mechanism is 
in this respect more highly specialised than it is in the llaninida?. In 
this connection it should not be forgotten that the latter have additional 
apertures of ingress to the branchial chambers, viz., the posterior branchial 
apertures of which there is no counterpart in the Leucosiidse. 

I t may be surmised that JS^otopus makes use of the posterior branchial 
apertures only when it is lightly covered by the loose upper,stratum of sand, 
and can make use of the raking action of the chelipeds to clear a passage 
for water below the thorax. As it digs down into the more compact deeper 
layers of sand, this source of water-supply must become more and more 
restricted, and the antcnnary tube is then brought into action. I t is of 
course possible and even probable that, when the antenmiry tube is used, 
the action of the scaphognathite is reversed and the posterior branchial 
apertures become cxhalant, the frontal exhalant passages being closed and 
thrown out of action so long as the respiratory, current is reversed, only to be 
brought into use again when the normal respiratory current, from behind 
forwards, is restored. But the evidence is strongly in favour of my contention 
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that in the l?aninid;TC an anterior incurrent stream of water is produced by 

I the "norm;)!" action of the scaphognathite. 

In no other member of the group (with the possible exception of Cosmo-
* notus, wliicli I have not had the 0[)i)0rtunity of studying sutiiciently closely) 
! do the flagolla of the antennic form a -water-tube as in Noto}nis and Ranilia. 
I Indeed, the antenna3 are niodifiod in other directions but, none the less, arc 
'. subservient to the establishment of an inhalant WJiter current, the course of 
I which can best be described by taldng lianina as an example. 
t In this oenus both the antenmu and the antennules are modified in con-
f nection with the respiratory currents. The antenna (figs. .')5 & 35 a) is short 
\ and thick, the flagelluni reduced to a rudiment comprising at the most seven 
\ joints J often it is missing. The two basal joints of the peduncle are fused 
I together, but the suture between them remains distinct. The first joint is 
I triangular in outline, with the apex directed forward ; its admedian basal 
% angle projects inwards and slightly forwards and the excretory aj)erfure is 
I placed somewhat to its dorsal side, in such a position that the e xcretory 
I products are discharged into the excurrent rather then into the incurrent 
I stream. The two basal joints, which have a veiy limited movement in the 
I antonnary socket, lie directly in front of the sub-antennary lobe of the 

pterygostome, but the third peduncular segment is flexed inwards to form a 
somewhat acute angle with them. The shape of the third segment can best 
be understood by reference to figs. 35 and 35 a, which represent external and 
admedian views of the right antenna. The most noticeable feature is the 
great development of the external lobe. Small and inconspicuous in JSotopus, 

I this lobe in Ranina forms a large sinuous ridge which projects forward as far 

I as the anterior limit of the fourth segment; its outer margin is fringed with 

long plumose seta3. When the third peduncular segment is flexed towards 
^ the middle line, the lobe in question is brought into a position athwart the 

I incomplete lower boiuidary of the orbital cavity, and forms its ventral and 

internal wall, the long fringe of hairs on what is now its anterior margin 
I extending upwards across the orbital cavity and interlocking with a similar 

!

fringe spreading downwards from the supra-orbital ridge of the front of the 

carapace. For brevity's sake this lobe will be referred to as the crest of the 
third peduncular segment. The fourth segment is sub-triangular in section : 

I its external and ventral surfaces are convex and granular, but its internal 
{ surface is smooth, slightly concave, and flabellii'orm in outline. Its margins 
I are surrounded with long plumose seta.' the disposition of which is shown in 
I fig. 35a. The fifth peduncular segment is small and the flagelluni rudi-
i nientary or absent. When the antennai are flexed inwards, the concave 
I flabelliform surfaces of the fourth segments are brought nearly into contact 
I in the middle line, their marginal seta3 interlock, and thus a narrow but deej) 

space is enclosed which is continued posteriorly into the wider sj)ace bounded 
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hitorally by the smootli and somewhat concave inner snrl'aco^ of the third 
peduncular seoinent; ventrally by the meri of the tliird maxillipcds; dorsally 
by the densely setose expods of the first muxillipeds. This may bo called the 
inhalant chamber. 

Tiio antonnules are inserted to the inside of and somewhat above the * 
• J 

antonnfe. As shown in figs. 34 and 34 a, their basal joints are expanded i 
distally into a tlabelUform lobe very similar to that of the fourth peduncular 
segment of the antennre and, like the latter, their margins are garnished 
with a fringe of long setre. The slightly concave inner surfaces of these 
Habelliform expansions of the antennules, when 0}>p0!-ed in the middle line, 
form a second vertical cleft or passage within the larger jiassage formed by 
the antennas, and this internal and somewhat dorsal antennulary passage is 
so disposed that its hinder opening coincides with the spout formed by the | 
convergence of the exhalant canals of the antennary sternum. The cleft I 
between the basal joints of the antennules tlierefore serves as a conduit for I 
the excurrent stream of water. Thus far the apparatus for directing the [ 
courses "of the excurrent and incnrrent respiratory streams differs from that I 
of JS^'otojms chiefly in the fact that in lianina the long tube formed by the I 
antennary flagella is absent, but in the latter genus a large part of the 
incurrent stream must find its way into the above-mentioned inhalant 
chamber through the orbital cavities. I have already shown how these 
narrow and elongated cavities are covered in by fringes of settc wlych meet 
over the retracted eyes and eye-stalks but are pushed aside when the latter f 
are extended. Though the orbit appears to be closed below by the crest of I 
the third segment of the antennar}'' peduncle, a sufficiently wide space is left | 
between this segment and the basal joint of the antennule to allow of the I 
free passage of water from the orbit into the inhalant chamber, and much of \ 
the inhalant current must pass through the orbits. I t is evident that when t 
the animal is deeply dug in, the broad front of the carapace* just breaks the | 
surface of the sand ; the tips of the largest frontal spines perhaps project f 
very slightly above it. The hairy fringes of the orbits and of the fourth | 
joints of the antennse are then just awash between sand and water, and are \ 
admirably adajited for filtering solid particles from the streams setting 
inwards through the orbits and between the flabelliform fourth segments of 
the antenna?. AVater is also admitted into the orbits on eiih.er side through ' 
a considerable cleft lying between the long and narrow sub-orbital lobe of \ 
the pterygostome and the innermost of the large frontal spines. These clefts 1 
are guarded by dense hairy fringes. The an-angements by which the f 
incurrent stream is directed from the inhalant chamber into the branchial t 
chamber by the channel formed by the exopod of the second maxilliped are • 
the same in Ranina as in Notopus. \ 

I would not have presumed to give an account unsupported by direct \ 

J 
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observation and expeiiinent of such complicated functions as those dealt with 
in the fore<^oing j)aragraphs if there were not very clear evidence that such 
an anterior inhalant current as I have described does in fact exist. One 
such piece of evidence is atTordod by the matted feltwork of hairs covering 
tlie ventral surfaces of tlio expanded anterior extremities of the exopods of 
the first maxillipeds. These hairs lie flat and point backwards : they are as 
evidently laid back by a current of water ])assing over them as the sea-grass 
on the niud-bauks of an estu;iry is laid hack by the tide that has swept over 
it. Again, in most examples of Ranina a considerable amount of sand is 
entangled in the seta) with which both the exopods and endopods of the 
second maxillipeds are abundantly furnished. This gives evidence that these 
appendages are bathed by a current of water not wholly freed from sand-
particles by the filtering apparatus of the orbits and antenna). But perhnps 
the clearest evidence of all was furnished by the large Ranina sent me by 
Prof. Kishiiioye. In this specimen the inner surfaces of the third pedun
cular segments of the antennce, the ventral surfaces of the exopods of the 
first and second maxillipeds, the inner surfaces of the mastigobranchs of the 
first maxillipeds, the proximal part of the mastigobranchs of the second 
maxillipeds, and the bases of the podobranchs of the second and third maxilli
peds were infested by numerous small pedunculate cirrhipedes belonging 
to some as yet undetermined genus and species of the family Lepadida;'. 
In other words, these intruders had established themselves alono- what I 
have described as the course of the incurrent respiratory stream, but none 
were to be found in the upper part of the gill-chamber, nor on the scapho-
gnathite, nor on any part of the walls of the exhalant canals. It is evident 
that their larvee had been swept by the incurrent stream into the inhalant 
chamber, and had subsequently fixed themselves in positions where the adults 
could obtain a constant supply of nourishment borne by the incoming current. 
But, where the currents were setting outwards, conditions were unfavour
able and none had established themselves. 

From what precedes, it follows that A âmVia, no less than i\"t»̂ 02>u5, is highly 
adaptiible in respect of its respiratory arrangements, and can make use 
of diflerent mechanisms as the circumstances of the moment may require. 
When half buried in loose sand or when wandering on the surface these 
animals probably respire through the apertures at the posterior end of the 
thorax. When deeply buried in compact sand they are forced to rely on the 
antennary apparatus. In point of otficiency and specialisation their 
respiratory mechanisms fall far short of those exhibited by other " Oxysto-
matous'^ crabs, the Leucosiidre, the Calappinsx?, and the Matutinie, but 
adaptability to varying conditions implies a high survival value, and it is to 
be remarked that JS^otopus and Ranina are among the oldest of the fossil 
Kuninidse. 

LINN. JOURN.—ZOOLOGY, VOL. XXXV. 5 
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Among other genera, Zancltfer and Kotopoides, though Ihcir antonnary 
flarrelhi are not so much reduced, are in all essential respects so similar to 
JianJmi that it can hardly he douhted that they have siniihir hahits and are 
equally adaptahle as regards their respiratory processes. ZancVifer differs 
from all other Raninidfc in having normal, i.e. not feathered and dilForenti-
ated, chelipods, and it may ho that it is more nearly related to the ancestral 
form than jVotopus. I t has all the external chnracteristics of a burrowing 
crab. Kotopoides, on the other hand, is much more closely related to 
JS'otopus, from which it differs mainly in the elongation of the twelfth 
sternum, whereby the second, third, a id fourth pereiopods are shifted back
wards and form a posterior group of legs, separated by a space from the first 
pereiopods : this feature is exhibited to a more marked degree in Notosceles 
(fig. ii) and is carried to an extreme in .Raninoides (fig. G). In each genus 
the increase in length of the twelfth sternum is correlated with a reduction 
in size of the last pair of pereiopods, a progressive narrowing of the abdomen, \ 
a redaction in the size and functional importance of the posterior branchial 
orifices, and progressive modifications of the second and third pereiopods 
indicative of their increasing use as swimming organs. A comparison of the 
series Ranina, A ô<o/n<5, Notopoides, JS^otosceles, Runinoides, leads me to the 
conclusion that, whilst all of them are to a greater or less extent sand-
burrowcis, the first-named during its periods of activity progresses mainly 
by crawling and is a poor swimmer. Notopiis and JSotopoides crawl and f 
swim ; I\otos<'eles is a fairly efficient and Raninoides a very efficient 
swimmer. This conclusion I will now endeavour to justify. 

Notojmdes is obviously a burrowing crab ; the sandy condition of the 
specimens in the Natural History' Museum bears testimony to this habit. 
In most of the structural features subservient to the respii-atory processes 
Notopoides bears a strong resemblance to Kotopits. Attention may be 
directed specially to the following points : the last pair of pereiopods are not 
much reduced in size and all their joints are densely fringed with hairs ; the 
tergum of the first abdominal somite is as broad as the posterior margin of 
the carapace ; the posterior branchial orifices are patent and give evidence 
of their function as inhalant passages ; the exposed portions of tlie epimera 
of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth somites are concave and overhung by | 
the edge of the branchiostegite ; the chelipeds are adapted for raking sand 
from under the thorax. In short, all the adaptations described in Notopus \ 
and Ranina for maintaining a respiratory current through the posterior f 
respiratory orifices are present to an equal degree in Kotopoides. This I 
genus must be equally addicted to the burrowing habit, but the articulations i 
and characters of its last three pairs of pereiopods suggest that, when active, f 
it is to some considerable extent a swimmer. f 

In Notosceles the adaptations for maintaining a posterior inhalant | 
respiratory current are still recognizable, but are obviously less efiiciei.t. 

} 
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'I !><• l-y^t pair of poroiopods, thoii^li iniicli reduced in size, is sufllcicntly 
Ijbt'rally provided with hairy fringes to Ibrni an etVeetive covering- for tlic 
roof of tlie water-chambers enclosod between the other pereiopods and the 
thoracic flanks. The cpimera forniino; these flanks, however, are not so 
dooply concave as in JS'otopoides, and tlie posterior branchial orifices, though 
distinct enough, are snialhM' and obviously of less functional importance. 
The dactylus of the last pair of pereiojiods is small, elliptical, and clearly 
hotter adapted for natation than for digging. 

Hoforo entering into a discussion of the transition from digging to 
•iwimming limbs it should bo premised that in the pereiopods of all the 
Kaninidre the articulation of the dactylus to the propodus is singularly like 
that of the tarsi of the vvhirligig-boetlc Gyrinxis^ familiar to all naturalists 
from the illuminating description of Miall. Generally, in the l^aninida3, the 
carpus is moderately long, triangular in shape, with an extensive basal 
articulation for the propodus. The propodus is a short and broad oblong, 
more or less flattened, with a very small articulation for the dactylus close 
Ixdiind its postero-extornal angle. The dactylus is very variable in shape. 
(iencrally in the first two perciopods it is lanceolate and obviously eflicient 
in Jigging) but in the last two pereiopods something between crescentic and 
cleaver-shaped like an oriental " kukri." In either case it is so articulated 
by a narrow pedicle to one end of the oblong propodus that it can be slid 
behind the latter as the sticks of a lady's fan slide over one another. A 
very similar form of limb with yet more elaborate adaptive details is seen in 
}fatuta which, like the Eaninida), is at once a swimming and a burrowing 
crab. I t is presumed that the lanceolate form of dactylus is more useful as 
ft pick, the kukri-shaped dactylus as a shovel, but the latter may be service-
nble in swimming, just as a shovel may on emergency be used as a paddle. 

I III Zanclifer the ductyli of all the pereiopods are narrow and sickle-shaped ; 

f tli«jy seem ill adapted for swimming but effective instruments for digging. 
I The criterion for deciding whether a limb is ufilised for swimming or for 
I digging consists in the length and mobility of its joints. The short strong 
I limbs oiRanina showing restricted mobility at the joints are clearly fossorial 
I nnd ill adapted for natation : the somewhat longer and more mobile limbs of 
I Sotopus and JS^otopoides are, however, serviceable for both purposes. In 
« yotosceles (figs. 2 & 3) the dactylus of the second pereiopods is sickle-shaped 
i ai in Zanclifer^ and it may bo inferred that this pair of limbs is specialised 
i ''^'' *''ggi"g» l̂ ît it can hardly be doubted that the broad kukri-shaped 
I dactylus of the third pair, hinged fanwiso to the outer angle of the trans-
f viT8ely elongated propodus and provided Avith a marginal fringe of longseta;, 
I •» specially adapted for swimming. The reduced fourth pereiopods of this 
f ;;«'nu8, with their small flat elliptical dactyli, can hardly be of any value in 

*"V'K'"g Jind are rather suggestive of steering paddles. 
5* 
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Thon<j;h Nolosceles is in several respects intermediate between J^otopoides 
and Jianiiioidcs, the last-named genus (figs. 5 & G) has many distinctive 
features, most of which may be explained as adaptations to a swimming 
habit. Tlie carapace is elongated, and its flanks taper so evenly posteriorly 
that it may fairly be described as boat-shaped. The first abdominal tcrgum 
is notably narrower than the posterior maigin of the carapace, and the whole 
abdomen is narrow and more distinctly flexed under the thorax than is usual 
in Raninidic. On tho ventral surface there is a broad'and long flat plastron 
in the formation of which the eleventli and twelfth sterna take an even larger 
share than the tenth (fig. G). The twelfth sternum is of considerable length 
antoro-post(>riorly and is also broad and nearly flat. The articular cavities 
of the second pair of pereiopods are placed at its hinder border and face 
back\Yards. Tho thirteenth sternum being very short, the articular cavities 
of tho third pereiopods aro close to those of the second, and the two pairs of ) 
limbs, whilst closely contiguous to one another, aro separated by the whole | 
length of the twelfth sternum from tho first pereiopods. The last pair of I 
pereiopods are so reduced and slender that they are usually described as fili- | 
form ; they terminate in minute pointed dactyli. The reduction of the last | 
pair of logs and the narrowing of the base of the abdomen seems to be cor- ! 
related with the suppression of the posterior branchial orifices ; at any rate, 
I can find no trace of these orifices in lianinoides. ]*̂ or could they be of 
much service if present, for the external water conduits which in other 
forms admit of a flow of filtered water to these orifices are here wanting. 
Though the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth thoracic epimera are as much 
exposed to the surface in lianinoides as in other Haninidi3e, they are not con
cave and are scarcely overhung by the edge of the branchiostegite. The 
epimeron of the eleventh soniite is relatively small, and so far from being 
concave that it is slightly convex. The epimera of the twelfth and thirteenth 
somites are obliquely grooved, and into these grooves the meri of the second 
and third pereiopods, when bent forwards and pressed against the sides 
of the body, fit so closely that no water can pass between. The first 
pair of pereiopods are slender, and v/hen at rest are directed forwards, 
their large cordate dactyli being pressed against the bases of the cheli-
peds. Their function is obscure, but probably they are used for digging. 
The characters of the second and third pereiopods are clearly shown in 
fiir. 6. In these limbs the coxa and basis aro directed backwards : the short 
ischium is nearly transverse to the long axis of the body : the morns is long 
and slender : the carpus normal, but it is to be observed that both it and the 
njerus are scantily furnished with short hairs. The propodus and dactylus 
are flat and greatly expanded and tho " fan-hinge'' between them 
is a noticeable feature. A fringe of long stiff hairs is borne on the 
hind edge of the propodus and on the inner margin of the dactylus. Tho 
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<; efficiency as organs of natation of those broad blades borne at the end of 
I slender and very mobile limbs is apparent. Evidently lianinoides is a 
i strong swimmer and a poor digger, and as such stands at the end of 
I the series opposite from lianhia. As the })Osterior branchial orifices arc 
I absent, one n)ight ex])cct to find .special arrangements for an incurrent 
? respiratory stream in the frontal region, but, though I have looked carefully 

for such, I have been (juite imsuccessful. However, I will deal with 
^ this question further on. 
i Lyreidns (fig. 4) exhibits so many resemblances to Raninoides that one 
I can hardly doubt that the two are closely related, yet, as I shall show, they 
I are clearly adapted to difi'ercnt conditions of life. In Ljjreidvs the abdomen 
I is narrow; its first three segments lie nearly in a straight line with the 
' carapace, but the fourth is of peculiar shape, bears a strong median dorsal 
\ spine, and constitutes as it were the knuckle of a sharp ventral flexure. The 
i sixth abdominal segment is long and narrow ; its posterior angles are pro-
I duced into small aliform processes which at first sight might be mistaken 
I for vestigial uropods, but they are only processes of the tergum having on 

their ventral surfaces small concavities which, when the abdomen is flexed to 
its fullest extent, engage with small knobs on the two pterygoid processes 
extending backwards from the twelfth sternum. No such apparatus for 
locking the flexed abdomen to the sternum is seen in any other Haninid. 
The last pair of pereiopods arc so slender that, like those of Raninoides, they 
may be described as filiform : they terminate in small flattened elliptical 
dactyli. Correlated with the reduction of the abdomen and of the last pair 
of pereiopods is the absence of posterior branchial orifices. I have studied 
this point carefully and am certain that these orifices are non-existent in 
L. tridentatus, nor could I find any trace of them in the large s[)ecimen of 
L. clianneri in the Natural History Museum. As there are no posterior 
respiratory orifices the water conduits of the flanks are, as might be expected, 
absent. The epimera of the posterior thoracic somites are nearly flat and 
the edge of the branchiostegite is but slightly prominent and bare of sctaj. 
In the frontal and oral regions there are also many points of resemblance. 
Though the " f ron t " is truncated and scarcely narrower than the broadest 
part of the carapace in Ratwtoides, the distance between the extra-orbital 
spines and the lateral spines shows that this region has undergone elongation. 
Further examination shows that it is the anteimary somits that has been 
lengthened, for the antennary sternum, which has more or less the shape of an 
equilateral triangle in JS'otopus and JS^otosceles, is an isosceles triangle in 

f Raninoides. In Lyreidus the elongation of the antennary somite is carried 
to an extreme, and the front being narrowed, the fore part of the carapace is 
l)roduccd into the snout characteristic of the genus, the lateral spines being 
situated far behind the orbits. As I shall show further on, the details of the 
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antennnlos and antcnnro are extraordinarily similar in liauinoides and 
Li/r('i(his (fî - .̂ .'i(>-l50) ; so also are details in the first and second and even in 
the third mnxillipeds. In all these things the relationship seems very close, 
hut in other respects the two forms arc divergent. In Li/reidus the eleventh 
sternum is largo hut narrowed between the articulations of the first pcreio-
pods and produced backwards into two small pterygoid processes which 
form the sides of a hollow in which the last segment of the abdomen can be 
lodged, as described above. Owing to the presence of these pterygoid 
processes the twelfth sternum appears to bo deeply fitted, but it is really 
short, narrow, and fiat, in this differing much from Raninoides. The thirteenth 
sternum being also short the coxoc of the first three pairs of perciopods are 
close together, and in this respect Lijreidus resembles JS^otopiifi rather than 
jVotopoidcs, Notosceles, or llamno'ides. In the first and second pereiopods o£ 
Lijreulas the ischiomorus is long, slender, and scantily fringed with hairs ; 
the carpus rather short ; the pi'opodns nearly twice as long as it is broad ; 
the dactylus elongate and almost styliform, with a strong external ridge. In 
the third pereiopods the propodus is about as broad as it is long and the 
dactylus cultriform. These are clearly digging and walking legs, and one 
may conclude that the descendants of a form in which reduction of the 
abdomen and last pair of legs led to the suppression of the posterior branchial 
orifices, diverged as they adopted a more exclusively swimming habit into 
lianinoides, as they became more exclusiA'ely burrow'ers into Lyreidus. 
Lyreidus must bury itself deeply, with the tip of its narrow elongated snout 
just breaking the surface of the sand. Having no posterior branchial orifices 
it must be de[)endent on an inhalant current setting in somewhere in the 
region of the snout. One would expect some specialised inhalant apparatus, 
but there is verv little evidence of such. Indeed, it is a singular thing that 
Ranina, ^s'otopxis, and JS^otosccles, all of which have well-developed posterior 
branchial oritices, have in addition much more specialised orbital and anten-
nary arrangements for directing the flow of an incurrent respiratory stream 
than h:ive Raniiwides and Lyreidus, in which posterior res{)iratory orifices are 
absent. In JS^otosccIes the antennar}- structure is not very different from 
that oU^aiiina. The flagellnm is longer (figs. 41 & 41a), but the thick 
shortened segments of the peduncle, the fiabellate shape of the fourth joint 
with its fringe of plumose hairs, the greatly developed crest of the third 
joint also fringed with hairs, are very similar. So also is the fiabellate shape 
of the basal joint of the antennules. Fig. 57 is a frontal view of the " face " 
of JS^otoscc'les showing the antennas as nearly as I can draw them in their 
natural position. In the centre, below the rostrum, is the narrow exhalant 
})assagc bounded by the basal joints of tlie antennules. The orbits are closed 
l)elow by the crests of third segments of the autennary peduncles, and the 
spaces below are filled in by the proximal segments of the antennas which in 
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llieir turn are overlap[)od by the broad anterior margins of the mcri of the 
tliird maxillipeds. The left antenna is closed nearly as far as it will go 
against the antcnnule, and this is the more normal position: that of tlie right 
side (the spectator's left) has been pulled outwards to show the passage 
between the third and fourth joints of the antennary peduncle and the basal 
joint of the antennules. Through this passage water can pass from tlic 
orbits to the iidudant chamber covered in below by the nieri of the third 
maxillipeds. The arrangements are very much the same as in Raii'ina though 
somewhat less highly specialised. In Rutunoides (Hgs. 3G & 37) and Li/reidus 
(tigs. 38 & 39) the basal joints of both antennules and autennix; arc longer 
and more slender, and to that extent more primitive than in jSotosceles and 
lianina. In the antennules the adniedian surfaces of the basal joints of the 
antennules are expanded and somewhat concave, so that when opposed they 
form a conduit foi: the exhalant current. The third segment of the anten
nary peduncle is long ; a good deal longer in Lyreidus than in Ran'inokles. 
The crest is ju'ominent but narrow, and extends nearly as far forward as the 
end of I he fourth segment. The proportions differ slightly in the two species, 
but the general character is the same. The nature and distribution of the 
hairy fringes are clearly shown in the drawings. The relative positions of 
the antennules and antenna} arc shown in fig. 58 for Jlaninoides : thej are 
hardly different in Ljireklns. I t will be observed that the " spou t " of the 
antennary sternum is produced to open well forward between the basal joints 
of the antennules : it hardly extends as far forward in Lyreidus. In both 
genera, but to a greater extent in Lyreidnt than in Raninoides, the third 
peduncular segment of the antenna is overlapped by the tip of the elongated 
merus of the ihird maxillipeds, and the portion not overlapped is covered by 
a tuft of long hairs projecting forward from the tip of the merus. The inner 
faces of the tidrd peduncular segments of the antenna* and their crests are so 
shaped that when bent inwards they fit very exactly to the outer surfaces of 
the basal joints of the antennules, and when in this position com[)lctely bar 
the passage of water from the orbits to the inhalant chamber above the third 
maxillipeds. But when the antennae diverge slightly outwards a clear 
pas-age is left between the antennules and the antennae, and the intrusion of 
sand is guarded against by the overlapping bristles of both. Through this 
passage, I think, the inhalant current must pass when the scaphognathite is 
working normally, and through it the excurrent stream must flow when the 
action of the scaphognathite is reversed. But the subject is very obscure, 
and I am by no means content with this exi)lanation. I give it for what it is 
worth in the hope that some favourably placed naturalist may read it, find 
fault with it, and straightway proceed to make observations and experiments 
on the living animals. The results cunnot fail to be of interest. 1 feel 
certain only of this, that there is an inhalant current between the third and 
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the second and first niaxillipeds. It is to direct this current under the edge 
of the mouth ftanio into the branchial chamber that the exopod of the second 
niaxilliped is elongated and moditied by being chnnnelled along its ventral 
surface. The moditication is carried furthest in JS'otoscelcs (tig. 44) and 
Juuiina (fig. 42), two forms in which the accessory antcnnary modifications 
are liighly developed, and in these the cxopod has lost its flagellnm. But in 
^Vulopus, in whicli geiuis the antenna3 ure most highly specialised for respira
tory purposes, the exopod in (piestion (fig. 32) retains a largo flagellutn, 
and the fhigellum is present but small in Lijreidus (fig. 52) and liaidnoides 
(fig. 4'J). This may seem a trivial character, but it gains importance when 
comparison is made with the same appendage in the Leucosiidfc. In Phili/ra 
lu'vis for exam[)le ((ig. 54) the exopod of the second maxilliped is of simple 
shape, shorter than the endopod and convex ventrally. In this species, as in 
all the Leucosiida3, there is a definite exostegal canal covered in below by the 
exoi)od of the maxilliped: the second maxilliped, therefore, does not lie in 
the course of the incurrent stream and is not modified. I have ah*eady 
(p. 54) called attention to the difference between the first niaxillipeds of 
the J{aninidfc and tiiose of other Oxystomatous crabs. Indeed, as I have 
alieady indicated when dealing with the endophragmal skeleton, the anterior 
thor;\cic sterna, and other structures, the Leucosiidas differ in a hundred ways 
from the llaninidn?, and T regard the comparison with Lyreidus as wholly 
illusory. The exostegal canal of the Lcucosiida3 is most probably derived 
from the shallow groove in the pterygostome occupying the same position 
in Ci/clodorifpe. It would be interesting and not wholly irrelevant to 
attempt to trace out the various lines of descent in the families of Oxysto-
niata other than the Kaninidre, and I have collected much evidence on tliis 
subject based on a study of the endophragmal skeleton and other anatomical 
features not taken into account by M. Edwards and Bouvier. But it would 
almost double the length of this memoir if I were to make the attempt. 
I have already written enougii,and have, I hope, proved my main thesis that 
the llaninidffi cannot have descended, by way of the Dorippidse and the 
Dromiacea, from the Macrura. They have originated independently from 
the last named, and must therefore be separated from other Oxystomes as a I 

separate tribe Gymnopleura^ I have endeavoui'cd to show that the numerous | 
brachyuran features exhibited b}̂  this tribe must bo explained by their having | 
adopted the same habits as other crabs, and that such modifications as the | 
reduction of tlie abdomen ; the loss of the urofiods ; the adherence of the i 
branchiostegite to the thoracic epimera (exhibited, however, in a quite | 
peculiar manner in the Gymnopleura) ; the expansion of the ischium and | 
ineru5 of the tliird niaxillipeds; the broadening of the front, with which 1 
is oorrelatetl the formation of orbital cavities and the reduction of the 
rostrum; the great development of the muscle-cavities of the thorax,—are all 
characters of high survival value in decapods which have acquired the habit 
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of burrowing in the sand for protection and concealment. A decapod 
crustacean which h:ibitually passes a large part of its existence buried in i\u) 

i sand, must undergo a consid(>rahle modification of its respiratory arrange-
I ments, and I have attempted to give an intelligible account of these modifi-
I cations in the various membois of the Gymnoplenra. In the end they lead, 
I as is natural enough, to ihr, suppression of the inhnlant current at the hind 
I Olid of the thorax and to the substitution of inhalant currents in the antennary 
I region. I have said, in the earlier part of this memoir, that the Gyninopleura 
' are crabs h^ definition. They retain so man}' MiiCruran features that they 
I cannot be said to be crabs by ancestry, and there is one snuill Macruran 
I feature which I have omitted to mention before because 1 only recognised it 
I when the greater part of this paper was written. The statocyst, usually 
I closed in the Brachyura, is open in the Gyninopleura. Certainly so in Banina, 
I Notosceles, and Li/reidus, but 1 have not been able to satisfy myself of the 
I existence of the aperture in all the species examined because the antennules 
I are very small and I have not been able to cut sections. The position of the 

aperture of the statocyst is clearly shown in fig. 34: for Ratwia. 

I must conclude with a description and definition of the new genus and 
species JSotosceles Chimmcniis. 

There can be little doubt that llaninoides serratifrons of Henderson (36) 
belongs to the genus Nolosceles and not to llaninoides, but his species, 
from Ceylon, is different to mine. He mentions another example of 
serratifrons from Holothuria Bank, N.W. Australia, as being in the collec
tions o£ the British Museum of Natural History, but I was unable to find 
it there. There are considerable differences between Notosceles and 
Raninoides, many of which have been referred to in the course of this 
paper. 

NoTOSOELES, nov. gen. 

I Carapace ovate, convex from side to side, minutely punctate or smooth 
' for the most part but granular towards the frontal region; fi'onto-orbital 
\ border little more than half as wide as the broadest part of the carapace; the 
I frontal region marked off by a slight transverse ridge joining the bases of 
I the extra-orbital spines ; the rostrum pointed, fairly prominent with two 
I flat lateral and basal teeth. Ocular peduncles rather short, their terminal 
I joints inflated, their corneae of moderate size. Antennal peduncle short and 
I broad, the flagellum small. Merus of the third maxilliped little more than 
I half as long as the ischium. The second and third sternal elements of the 
f st<>rnal shield (sterna xi k xii) broad and convex in front, but narrowed 
I posteriorly so that the bases of the lirst as well as the second peroiopods are 

approximated to the middle line. Last pair of pereiopods reduced in size, 
situated above and in front of the penultimate pair, their dactyii small, oval, 
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and flattened. First abdominal tergum not much narrower than the posterior 
margin of the carapace, about equal in breadth to the second torgum, the 
remaining terga progressively narrower ; the tolson small and triangular. 

NOTOSCELES CHIMMONIS, n. Sp. (PI. 4. figS. 2 & 3.) 

Carapace minutely }>unclate to smooth over the greater part of its surface, 
but granular towards the frontal region : }»roportion of length to breadth of 
carapace about 5 : 3. The frontal region is marked off by a distinct trans
verse ridge joining the bases of the extra-orbital spines. The median frontal 
region is fairly broad and produced anterioily into a median pointed rostral 
spine at either side of the base of which is a triangular flattened and some
what upturned spine, the margins of all throe spines minutely serrated. On 
either side a fissure separates the median frontal projection from a short 
triangular tooth or spine, and outside the latter is a prominent incurved 
extra-orbital s[)ine. A single lateral spine occurs on either side of the cara
pace a short distance behind the extra-orbital spine, and nearly of the same 
size as the latter. On the upper surface a slight carina runs from the 
median rostral s}>ine to the transverse granular ridge separating the fronto-
orbital region from t,he rest of the carapace. In the chelipeds the anterior 
edge of the ischium is serrated ; the merus largely dilated externally at its 
l)ase ; the carpus granular above and without a distal spine ; the propodus 
bears two suboqual spines on its lower margin, and on its upper surface are 
two parallel ridges separated by a narrow groove ; the immobile claw bears, 
four denticles on its inner margin. In the third muxillipeds the relative 
length of the merus to the ischium is as 6 : 10 ; the lower surface of the 
merus is granular and hairy. The pterygostomial regions arc hairy. In the 
sternal region the chelipedal sternum is of the shape characteristic of 
tlie Raninidre, the following sternal element flat, broad in front and narrow 
posteriorly; the third element of the sternal plastron triangular, convex, the 
apex of the triangle anterior. The articular ca\ities of the first and second 
])ereiopods approximated to the middle line. The first abdominal tergum is 
flat and quadrangular, not much narrower than the posterior margin of the 
carapace; the second abdominal tergum is nearly equal to it in width;, the 
remaining abdominal terga narrow rapidly and the telson is small and sub-
triangular in shape. 

Two specimens from the Sulu Sea, both males. Length of the larger 
specimen with the abdomen fully extended 28 mm.: length of carapace 
20 mm.: greatest width of carapace 13 mm. 

The species is named after Captain C/himmo, R.N., of H.M.S. ' Nassau,' 
whose collections from the Sulu Sea were presented to the Oxford University 
Museum in 1872. 

I am of the opinion that lianinoides serratifrons, Henderson (36) should 
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bo placed in tho genus Notosceles, which diHers from Rduinoules in tlie pro

portions of the cara[)aco, the sha[>e of the rostrum, the lesser widlh of tho 

i f r o n t o - o r b i t a l region, tho largci- corneic of tho eyas, tho proportions of 

tho joints of tlio atitonnul peduncles, and in other characters, but especially 

in the relatively much greater width of the base of the abdomen, and the 

I proportions and shape of the sternal shield. 

! 
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E X P L A N A T I O N OF P L A T E S 4-7 . 

L K T T E H I K O . 

A I. Antennules. An. Antennae, a i r . arthrobranch. a^/. apodeme. aph, arthro-
phragm. nt. antenual respiratory tube. 6i7. brancLiostegite, cr. crest of antenna, edjyl. 
endopleurite. edst. endontornite. en.p, eudopodite. Up. Epimeron. cp.ad. epimeral 
apodeme. epl. epaulette of the tenth eteruum. ex. excretory poro. e.vj). exopodite. 
<j. ganglia of nerve clmin. lb, labrum. mbr. ma^tigobrauch. md. mandible, oc. ocular 
peduncle, oc./. tergum of the ocular segment, a-, oesophagus. P . Pereiopods. ;^6r. podo-
branch. ;;///. pterygostome. /;/6r. pleurobranch. 7^. Rostrum. ^Ar. rudimentary setobranch 
of the third niaxillipod. scy. aperture of statocyst. xpd. strophidium. .v//??/'/. stvo])hingiuiu. 
M.a. sternal artery, st.c. sternal canal. 

Tlie ronian numerals refer to segmental structures, sterna, epimera, ganglia, etc. 
Intersegmental structures are indicated thus ix/x. 
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Fig. 1. Ventral view of Notopiis dorsij^es, de Ilaan. The chelipods have been turned 
outwards and the pereiopoda are extended to show their structure as far as 
possible. 

Fig. 2. Dorsal view of Notoscoles chimmonis, nov. gen. et sp. The chelipeds and peroiopods 
have been extended as in fig. 1. 

Fig. 3. Ventral view of Notosceles chimmonis. 
Fig. 4. Ventral view of Li/reidu.t tfidoitatus, de I laau. Note the elongated digging dactyli 

of the fii-st and second pereiopods. 
Fig. 5, Dorsal view of 7?rt?n"wo«/^s^?soHa<Ha, Whi te MS., Henderson. The first and third 

pereiopods of the left side are missing. 
Fig. 6. Ventral view of the same .specimen as tig. 5. Note the large size of the sternal 

plastron, due to the great enlargement of sternum xii and the adaptation of the 
second and third pereiopods for swimming. 

Fig. 7. Left side view of Notopus dorsipes. The first three pairs of pereiopods have been 
pulled downwards to show the large extent of epimera xi and xii left uncovered 
by the edge of the branchiostegite. 

Fig. 8. Central nervous system of lianinn dentata. i. ocular, ii. antennulary, iil. antennary 
nerves; iv. mandibular nerves; v-ix. nerves to maxilla? and maxillipeda issuing 
from the subojsophageal ganglion; x. ganglion of cheliped; xi-xiv. ganglia of 
the four posterior thoracic segments; xv-xx. ganglia of the abbreviated 
ftbdominal nerve chain, st.a. aperture for i>assage of the sternal artery. 

Fig, 9. Right half of the endophragmal skeleton of Jimntta dentata as seen from within 
after division into tv/o halves by a sagittal cut. The more anterior thoracic 
somites are omitted. The thoracic portion of the central nervous system is 
shown in situ. Note the great depth of the sagittal apodemes of sterna xii, xiii, 
and r i r . ff. ll-ij. 14, the four posterior thoracic ganglia. 

Fig. 10. Centml nervous system of Lyreidus tridentatus. Lettering ss in fig. 8. 
Fig. 11. A drawing from the left side of the eleventh and twelfth segments of the commuQ 

lobster to show the relations of the endophragmal to the exoskeleton. xi and 
xii. sterna of the eleventh and twelfth segments. The preparation has been 
slightly tilted to the right to show the endopleurites edpl., consequently the 
epimera Ej). xi and Up. xii are foreshortened. 

Fig. 12. A lef t side view of the thoi-acie skeleton oS Dromia miUjaria. The ventro-Iateral 
projections of the sterna have been omitted, and the preparation is slightly tilted 
over to the right, xi-xiv. the four posterior thoracic sterna. 

P L A T E 5. 

Fig. 13. A posterior view of the thoracic skeleton of the common lobster, showing the large 
size of the penultimate and tlie structure of the last thoracic sternum. 

Fig. 14. A posterior view of tiio thoracic skeleton of Ranina deHitila, illustrating the shape 
of the last three thoracic sterna and the formation of the sella turcica posterior. 
sff.a. sagittal apodemes. 

Fig. 15. A similar view of the thoracic skeleton of Dromia vtdgaria. In the absence ol 
sagittal apodemes in tl>e posterior thoracic sterna the arthrophi-agms xiv/xv 
do not meet in the middle line, and there is no sella turcica. 

Fig. 16. The endophi'aguial skeleton of Notopus dursipes as seen from above after removal 
of the upper parts of the epimera. G, 7, S, the articular cavities of the 
second maxilla and first and second maxillipeds. The endosternites ednt. oud 
endopleurites edpi. are clearly shown. 
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F'ig. 17. Tliovacic skeleton of Notopm dorsipes seen from the loft side, ilhislrating the grt-at 
doplh of the epiniora nnd tlie oblique rai>ied ridae on the l l t l i , 12tli, and IJUh 
opimera, against wliich the lower marj^in of the brauchiostegila fits: ix, x, the 
ninth and tenth sterna; vi/vii to ix 'x . interiegniontal arthrophraguis. 

Fig. 18. Frontal view of the thoracic skeleton of Notojms dorsipes. The avticular socket of 
the second maxilla of the left side is omitted. 

Fig. 19. The antennary region of Nephrops norvcr/icns. The i-oslruni is cut shoi-t and the eyes, 
antennules, and antenna; are removed from their sockets, i. The membranoufl 
ocular sternum ; ii. Ihe antennulary sternum ; jii. ihc antennary sternum ; iv. the 
mandibular sternum; ii/iii. the arlhrophragm between the antennulary and 
antennary fossre. x. sclerile identified as the mandibular epimeron. 

Fig. 20. Side view of the ocular and the antennary regions oH Xephrops norvegicus. The 
rostrum is cut short and the antennules and antenna? are removed, oc.t. sclerite 
representing the tergurn of the ocuhu' segment; i. the sternum of the ocular 
segment: the epimera of this segment are membranous. 

YW. 21. Antennary region and buccal frame of JEthitsina yracilipes, Miers, Ep. iv. epimeron 
of the mandibular segment. 

Fig. 22. Antennary region and buccal frame of Notojms doi-sijws. The appendages have been 
removed, with the exception of the right ocular jMiduncle and the loft mandible. 
Ax, Ai, sockets of the antennules and antenna); pyt. sub-antennary lobe of the 
pterygostome. 

Fig. 23. A similar view of the anteimai^ region and buccal frame of Rctnina dentata. 

P L A T E 6. 

Fig. 24. A similar view of the antennary region and buccal frame of Notosceles chimmonis. 
Fig. 2o. A similar view of the antennary region and buccal frame oi Lyreidvs triderdatns, 

showing, the great elongation of the antennary sternum iii. p</l. paraglossaj. 
Fif. 20. Perspective sketch of the buccal frame of Jianina detdata, to show the hood-shaped 

mandibular sternum iv. 
Fi"-. 27. Antennary region and buccal frame oiDromia vulgaris. The appendages have been 

removed, with the exception of the right ocular peduncle. 
Figs. 28-3'3. Notopxis dorsipes. Fig. 28. l l igbt anteunule : adniedian aspect. 
Figs. 29 & 29 a. Right antenna, adniedian and outer aspects. 1-5, segments of the peduncle. 
Fi<^. 80. Second maxilla with scaphognathite. 
Fig. 31. First maxilliped. Fig. 32. Second maxilliped: note the relatively large flagellum 

of the exopodite. Fig, 33. Third maxilliped : note the oblique line of hairs on 
the ischium also seen in Ranilia, M. Edw. 

Fig. 34, outer and Fig. 34 a, ndmedian views of the right antenmile of Eanitia dentata. 
Note the external opening of the statocyst, set/. 

Fig. 35, outer and Fig.-30 a, adniedian views of the right antenna of Ranina dentata. 
1-5, segments of peduncle. 

Fig. 3G. Outer aspect of the right antennule of Raninoides personaius. Note the infolding 
of the cuticle to form the statocyst, and the external aperture of the latter at scy. 

Fi"'. 37. Adniedian view of the right antenna of RaiuHoides personatus. In this genus and 
in Lyreidus the two basal segments of the peduncle are indistinguishably fused 
together. 

F i" . 38. Adniedian view of right antennule of Lyreidus tridentutus. 
Fi"-. 89. Admedian view of right antenna of Lyreidus trideutatiu. 
FifT. 40. Admedian view of right antennule of Notosceles chimmonis. 
Fif. 41 , outer and Fig. 41 a, admedifm views of the right antenna of Notosceles chimmonis. 
Fig. 43. Notosceles chimmonis. Third maxilliped. 
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j.-,j, .J2. Kight second maxilliped of 7if7»/«n (/f;j/rtf<a. The exopodite is deeply grooved on 
its surface and has no flagelluin. 

Fi"S. 41—i7. Notoacelcs chiinnionis. Fig. 44. Second maxilliped, the exopodite of which, like 
that oiltanina, is deeply grooved on the ventral surface and bears no flagelhnn. 
Fig. 45. First maxilliped. Fig. 4G. Second uiaxilla with scaphognathite. 
Fig. 47. First maxilliped, 

Hgfl. 48-o0. Ranmoi'despcrso7udus. Fig. 48. Third maxilliped. Fig. 49. Second maxilliped, 
I the expodite of which bears a minute flagelluni. Fig, /̂ O. First maxilliped. 
t tigs. r> 1-53. Lyrcidun tvidentatus. Fig. 51, Third maxilliped. Fig. 52. Second maxilliped, 
i the exopodite of which bears a minute flagellum. Fig. 53. First maxilliped, 
I the exopodite of which is elongated in correlation to the elongation of the an-
\ tennary sternum, 
^ Fig. 54. Second maxilliped of Philijra Icevis. The podobranch and mastigobranch are 
I want ing: the exopodite is not grooved on the ventral surface and bears a short 
I; flagellum. 
I hjg. 55. First maxilliped of Phihjra Iceoia. The mastigobranch is of great length and the 
I exopodite is of normal shape and bears a flagellum. These appendages of I'hiii/ra 
I should be compai-ed with the corresponding appendages of the several genera of 
i RaninidjB. 
\ Fig, 50. NoiOpus dorsipes: ventral view of the antennary region to show the relation of the 

respiratory tube to the antennnry sternum. The pterygostomial portions of the 
carapace have been cut away. 

Fig. 67, Frontal view of Notosceles chiminonis to show the antennre in their natural position 
and their relation to the orbits. The right antenna has been pulled slightly 
outwards to expose the antennulos. 

Fig. 58. Ventral view of the anterior part of thorax and head of liam'noidcs personatus. The 
right third maxilliped has been removed and the left displaced from the middle 
line to expose the mouth frame and to show the elongated exopoditea and endo-
podites of the first maxiilipeds forming the floor of the spout-shaped antennnry 
aternum. The latter extends well forward between the basal joints of the 
antennulea. 
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